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Ou r ref: VQ42354 _00650

8 March 2O2l

Bruce Halligan
Acting Consents Manager
Environment Southland
Private Bag 90116

lnvercargill 98lO

Dear Bruce

RESOURCE CONSENTAPPLICATION FOR CONTINUED OCCUPATION OFTHE COASTAL

MARINE AREAASSOCIATED WITH TITIROATIDE GATE INFRASTRUCI-URE AND DAM AND
DIVERTWATER

Please find attached a resource consent application from the Catchment Management Division

of Southland Regional Council (the applicant).

The applicant is applying to Southland Regional Council to replace a coastal permit (AUTH-

2C,4122) for occupation of the coastal marine area by a tide gate structure and a weir structure
and diversion of water.

The tide gate structure is located in a diversion of the Titiroa Stream upstream of the Tokanui-
Corge Road Highway Bridge. The weir is located across the original Titiroa Stream channel.
The purpose of the Titiroa Stream tide gate and weir infrastructure is to ensure the on-going
drainage capability and prevent flooding of the surrounding low-lying farmland. Tide gate and

weir structures have been present at the site since 
.19.l7.

Coastal Permit (AUTH-2O4122) expired on 29 October 2O2O and WSP were engaged to assist

with this application on 6 October 2O2O. A survey of native fish species was required under
condition 2 of the AUTH-204122 but was not completed.

As a fish survey could only be undertaken in summer lodgement of a replacement application
could not occur prior to the expiry date. The fish survey was completed in January 2O2l and an

assessment of fish passage is included in this application.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

t
I

Luke McSoriley
Work Croup Manager- Planning

WSP
lnvercargill
65 Arena Avenue
PO Box 647
lnvercargill 981O, New Zealand
+64 3 2ll 3580
wsp.com/nz
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Application for Resource Consent under Section 88 of
the Resource Management Act 199.l (RMA)

TO: Southland Regional Council
Private Bag 90116

INVERCARCILL 984O

PARTA

Applicant Details:

Catchment Management Division of Southland Regional Council
Private Bag 90116

INVERCARCILL 98IO

Phone: 03 2ll5ll5

Consulta nt Deta ils (Add ress for Service):

WSP NZ Ltd

PO BOX 647

INVERCARCILL 9840
ATTENTION: Luke McSoriley

Ph: O2l/ 2691644
E mai I : I uke.mcsori leyfOwsp.com.nz

ConsentsApplied For:

I. Are there any current or expired resource consents relating to this proposal?

Yes. AUTH-2O4122 approved 29 October 2Ol5 for a coastal permit to dam and divert water,
and to occupy the coastal marine area, with tide-gates and a weir expired on 29 October
2O2O (refer Appendix D).

2. Are any other consents required from Environment Southland or other authorities?

NONE

5. Forwhat purpose is this consent(s) requircd:

Damming and diversion of water in the Titiroa Stream to prevent flooding and allow
drainage of the established low-lying farmland upstream of the Dam.

4. Location of proposed activity:

ADDRESS: Upstream of the Tokanui-Corge Road Highway Bridge

PERMIT ACTMry DURATION

Occupation of crown land in the coastal
marine area by a weir structure

l5 years

Occupation of land in the coastal marine
area by a tide gate structure

15 years

Damming and diversion of water 15 years

Page I
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LECAL DESCRIPTION Section I SO 

.].1258 
and Part Lot I DP lll73

Statute: River Control Purposes NZ Cazette 1983 p 2O2O

MAP REFERENCE (NZTM): 127664OE,4836895N

5. The name and address of the owrer/occupien (if other than the applicant)

OWNER: Southland RegionalCouncil
OCCUPIER NAME: Mataura Rating District c/- Catchment Management Division
pHONE: +64 3 21 5I5
ADDRESS: Private Bag 901'16, lnvercargill 9810

6. Please attach a map or a coloured aerial photograph, showing at a minimum, the location of the
proposed activities.

Refer attached report and appendices.

7. Assessment of Environmental Effucts

Refer attached report and appendices.

8. Affucted Parties

Refer attached report and appendices.

9. Correspondence from Councilwhen using a consultant.

Correspondence about the application shall be directed to the consultant and copied to the
applicant via email to ES Catchment Manager- paddy.haynes@es.govt.nz

'lO.Site Visits by Consents Officer.

The site is a Riverbed adjacent to public road. Consents Staff may visit the site at any time,
but there is no specific request for an on-site meeting, unless Consents staff deem necessary,

OTHER:

1'1. Costs/Deposit

Deposit paid upon submission to Council.

'12. Checklist

PAYMENT Deposit paid upon submission to Council.
WITTEN APPROVAL See Appendices.
slTE PLAN/LOCALIry PLAN/PLANS See Appendices.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION N/A
PART B FORMS As Follows:

PART B

a) What is the application foP

Refer attached report and appendices.

b) What duration of resource consent is sought?

20 Years.

c) What is the name of the water bodywithin which these works will take place?

Costal Marine Area limit in the Titiroa Stream.

d) Please describe how the work will be carried out.:

Refer attached report and appendices.

Page 2
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e) ls any damming or diversion of water required as part of the proposed work9

Yes. Refer attached report and appendices.

0 Please state the proposed date of commencement and completion of works and describe the
hours of operation.

Refer attached report and appendices.

g) Describe these features found within the existing environment of the proposed activity along
with details of the assessment undertaken to determine the presence of these features.

Refer attached report and appendices.

h) Please provide details on the river form, aggradation or degradation, riverbank erosion, course
change by the rMer and any other work carried out on this stretch of the RiveP

Refer attached report and appendices.

i) How will the proposed works/structures alter river flows during flood or low flow events?

Refer attached report and appendices.

j) How will the proposed works affuct river form? How will the proposed works affiect the overall
river catchmen? Please consider the downstream effects of the proposed works on the river
form and behaviour.

Refer attached report and appendices.

ld Are there any structures in/over/next to the water body in the vicinity of the proposed works?

Refer attached report and appendices.

I) Assessment of environmental effucts.

Refer attached report and appendices.

m) Monitoring or mitigation measures

Refer attached report and appendices.

n) Minimise the release of silt, sediment, concrete and other contaminants into water.

Refer attached report and appendices.

o) Description of any possible altemative locations or methods for undertaking the activity

Refer attached report and appendices.

p) Evidence of any consultation undertaken for this application.

Refer attached report and appendices.

DECLARATION

l|rye hereby certiff that to the best of my/our knowledge and beliel the information given in this
application is true and correct

lAnre undertake to pay all actual and reasonable application processing costs incurred by the
Southland Regional Council.

Paddy Haynes
(person authorised to sign on behalf of applicant)

Designation Catchment Manaqer, ES Date 8th March 2O21
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I INTRODUCTION

I.I PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

This document comprises an application to Southland Regional Council for resource consent to
maintain the diversion and damming of the Titiroa Stream via tide control gates and an earth dam
weir. This application has been prepared in accordance with Section 88 of the Resource
Management Act l99l (RMA) and provides a description of the activity with an assessment of the
actual and potential effects on the environment, as required by the Fourth Schedule of the RMA.

1.2 BACKC ROU N D

Southland Regional Council (Environment Southland)via its Catchment Management Division
helps communities reduce the risk of flooding and erosion to their properties by carrying out river
and drainage works within river catchment rating districts. As part of this work Environment
Southland aims to manage and protect the integrity of its assets including stop banks, detention
dams, bridges, culverts and tide gate structures. These structures assist in controlling flooding and
protecting Southland communities.

1,3 SITE AN D ENVIRON M ENTAL SETTINC

The Titiroa Stream is located on the eastern bank of the lower Mataura River floodplain and
predominantly flows through pastureland and remnants of native bush. The tidal gates and weir are

located l6Om upstream of the Corge Road Highway,3Okm southeast of lnvercargill and
approximately 4km north of the Fortrose settlement on the Toetoes Estuary. The Stream originates
east of Pine Bush, in the Forest Range of the Catlins approximately 15km from the site. The Titiroa
Stream has a catchment area of approximately 223 kmz.

Titiroa Stream is 2O-3Om wide in the immediate reaches up and downstream of the Corge Road
Highway bridge. lt is tidal at this location and lined with Whitebait huts downstream of the road
bridge, white baiting also occurs upstream of the road Bridge. The Stream flows through relatively
flat productive farmland to the west and south with the farmland rising up to a riverine terrace to
the east. The Estuary is considered to have a large riverine component relative to its area as it is also
outlet to the Mataura River.

Titiroa Stream is part of the Coastal Catlins surface water management zone, covering four coastal
catchments including the westernmost Titiroa Stream and in its lower extent, is part of the Lower
Mataura Croundwater Zone under the Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan (pSWLP). The
Coastal Plan for Southland (the Coastal Plan) Map 9b shows the tide-gate in its current position.

Titiroa River is subject to esplanade mechanisms ER64 (reserve requirement) under the Operative
Southland District Plan (shown District Plan Map42A). The site is in the RuralZone of the SDC

District Plan. lt is identified as subject to Natural Hazard Overlay (NHO) for flooding, and at the
northern extent of the Coastal Environment Overlay, under the District Plan.

The ecosystem values are identified in the RWPS Appendix C as Lowland soft-bed classified
waterways, and within the pSWLP Appendix E as being within the Mataura Freshwater
Management Unit (FMU).

VQ423.54_006SO wsp
Titiroa Tide Gates and Weir I March 2O2l

Resource Consent Application to Occupy the CMA & Dam and Divert Water I

Environment Southland
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FICURE l: LOCALITY PLAN (SOURCE: TOPOMAPS)

PHOTO I: VIEW UPSTREAM OF TITIROA STREAM FROM CORCE ROAD HICHWAY BRIDCE
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PHOTO 2: VIEW OF THE TIDAL OATES LOOKINO UPSTREAM

1,4 TITIROA WETLAND RESERVE

Environment Southland owns large landholdings adjacent the Titiroa Stream as detailed in Figure 2
below.

Environment Southland manages these land holdings for the joint purposes of nature conservation
and flood protection. Areas set back from the Titiroa Stream and its margins are leased and grazed
for rural land use purposes. These landholdings have'reserve'status within the Environment
Southland's leasehold land management framework. Management of this areas has altered over
time to reflect a conservation focus, for example through fencing to exclude stock from the stream
margins.

A High Value Area (HVA) Assessment has been completed for the Titiroa Wetland Reserve and is
included in this application as Appendix D

The purpose of the HVA assessment programme is to identify, define, describe, rank and record
sites containing indigenous biodiversity values. HVA reports provide the landowner with information
about the presence, condition and relative value of indigenous biodiversity on your land. The
information provided in this report aims to:

a) Promote the benefits of protecting and enhancing indigenous biodiversity values to
landowners and the community in general;

b) Assist landowners to make decisions about voluntarily seeking legal protection for
biodiversity values on their land;

c) Help assess the state of the indigenous biodiversity at local, regional and national level.

An HVA for the Titiroa Wetland Reserve notes:

"Ihis sile rs of outsfonding importonce for its diversity of hobitofs ond for the diversity ond
obundonce of wildlife that it supports (fish, morsh inhobiting birds, os well os estuorine
birds such os lerns ond woders, including migrotory onesi'i

vQ423.54_006SO
Titiroa Tide Gates and Weir
Resource Consent Application to Occupy the CMA & Dam and Divert Water
Environment Southland
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8 March 2O2l
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2 PROPOSAL

2.1 EXISTINC WEIR AN D TIDE CATES

The application relates to existing drainage and flood control infrastructure. The existing earthen
embankment weir was constructed across the original Titiroa Stream channel to divert the flow of
the stream into a diversion channel to the east.The tide gates are located in the diversion channel
and are designed to prevent incoming tides from flowing further upstream. The gates close on an

incoming tide as water flowing upstream pushes against them. They then open on the outgoing
tide as the flow of the river reverts downstream.

The weir is located in the bed of the Titiroa Stream on Crown land and the tide gates are located in
the diversion channel on land owned by the applicant. All the tide gate and weir infrastructure is

located within the Coastal Marine Area. The purpose of the Titiroa Stream tide gates is to ensure the
on-going drainage capability and prevent flooding of the surrounding low-lying farmland. The gates
purpose is to prevent tidal inflowwhich impacts on land drainage. The tide gates influence
approximately 11,5OO hectares of improved pasture alongside the Titiroa Stream. There has been
some form of tide gates in this location since l9l7 when they were constructed by the Public Works
Department. The tide-gates "lock structure" in place today was constructed in 

.l988. 
lt maintains an

invert level of l.2m below mean sea level (msl) with a rock-armoured weir constructed to a height of
l.4m amsl to divert the flow through a diversion channel and lock gates. There are three gates, each
2.O4Om wide by 232Om high hung vertically with a sill level of O.7m below msl. The top of the gates
are 1.56m amsl and are opened by the tidal flow and Titiroa Stream at least 5Oo/o of the time. During
flood events the structure may be completely submerged and can be overtopped when storm
surge and high tides coincide.

2.2 ACTIVITY

This application seeks a replacement coastal permit for continuation of the existing occupation of
the coastal marine area by the tide gates and weir structure. No change in occupation area or
extent of the tide gates or weir is proposed by way of this application. As noted above no upgrades,
maintenance or changes are proposed to the existing tide-gates or weir. The tidal gates are aging
and there will be a need for maintenance works in the future. Maintenance and repair of the
structure is permitted by Rule ll.4.l of the Regional Coastal Plan, subject to conditions.
Reconstruction of the structure is also a permitted activity under Rule 11.4.2 of the Coastal Plan,

subject to conditions. Photograph 2 above details the tide gate structure at high tide with its gates
sh ut.

23 COASTAL MARIN E AREA

ln relation to the Titiroa River the boundary of the coastal marine area for the Southland Region is

described in Appendix 2 of the Regional Coastal Plan. Schedule I of Appendix 2 details the
landward boundary of the CMA co-ordinates of the boundary are provided (NZMS26O F47 863988)
and it is described as being on the 'Upper side of tidegote pipes'. The tide-gates are located at or
downstream of this point and an existing coastal permit was in place for the structure. The site is

within the Coastal Marine Area (CMA) and as such the relevant regional plan is the RCP.

vQ423.54_006SO

Titiroa Tide Gates and Weir
Resource Consent Application to Occupy the CMA & Dam and Divert Water
Environment Southland

WSP
8 March 2021
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3 ACTIVIry STATUS

3.1 R EC IONAL COASTAL PLAN FOR SOUTH LAN D 2013

Exclusive or preferential occupation of Crown land in the coastal marine area is a discretionary
activity under Rule 9..l..l of the Coastal Plan. The existing weir structure is located on Crown land and
is located downstream of the CMA boundary. As a result, occupation of the coastal marine area by

the weir structure is a discretionary activiV under Rule 9..l..l of the Coastal Plan. We note that the
tide gates are not located on Crown land as they are located on land owned by the Southland
Regional Council. As such rule 9.'l.l is not applicable to the tide gates. Under Part 3 Section 12 (2) (a)

of the RMA l99l no person may occupy any part of the common marine and coastal area unless

expressly allowed by a national environmental standard, a rule in a regional plan or a resource

consent. The proposed activity (tide gate) is not expressly allowed by a national environmental
standard, a rule in a regional plan or a resource consent.

Section 14 (2) of the RMA'199'l states that no person may dam or divert of water (other than open
coastal water) within the coastal marine unless allowed (under subsection 5) by a national
environmental standard or a rule in a regional plan or a resource consent none of which currently
apply to the activity. Under Section 878 (l) (a) an application for a resource consent for an activity
must, with the necessary modifications, be treated as an application for a resource consent for a

discretionary activity if Part 3 requires a resource consent to be obtained for the activity and there is

no plan or proposed plan, or no relevant rule in a plan or proposed plan. The occupation of the tide
gate structure within the coastal marine area and the damming and diversion of water are

therefore to be considered as a discretionary activity under Sections 12,14 and 878 of the Resource

Management Act. Overall, the application is therefore considered to be a discretionary activity.

3.2 TIDE CATES AND WEIR AS INFRASTRUCTURE

The Southland Regional Policy Statement (SRPS)definition of Strategic Facilities includes flood and
drainage infrastructure managed by the Southland Regional Council. The SRPS definition of Critical

i nfrastructu re states:

"lnfrostructure thot provides services which, if interrupted, would hove o significont effect
on the wellbeing ond heolth ond sofety of people ond communities ond would require
reinstotement, ond includes oll strotegic focilities".

The SRPS definition of Regionally Significant Infrastructure states:

"lnfrostructure in the region which contributes to the wellbeing ond health ond sofety of
the people ond communities of the region, ond includes oll criticol infrostructure".

The tide gates are flood and drainage infrastructure managed bythe Southland Regional Council

and as such are a Strategic Facility under the SRPS. The tide gates are also defined as Critical
infrastructure and Regionally Significant lnfrastructure under the SRPS. The RMA definition of
infrastructure includes'drainage systems'and the weir and tide gates are considered to be
structures consistent with this definition. The status of the tide gates as infrastructure is noted here
as the SRPS and the regional plans that are required to give effect to the RPS all include objectives
and policies recognizing the importance of infrastructure. The relevant infrastructure related
objectives and policies are discussed further below.
VQ423.54_006SO WSP
Titiroa Tide Gates and Weir 8 t\4arch 2O2l

Resource Consent Application to Occupy the CMA & Dam and Divert Water 6
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4 ASSESSMENT OF ENVI RONMENTAL

EFFECTS
Section 88 of the RMA requires the applicant to assess any actual or potential effects that the
activity may have on the environment. Clause 6 of the Fourth Schedule details that information
required to be included in the assessment. The proposed activity is a discretionary activity under the
Coastal Plan. This assessment of environmental effects has been provided in such detail as

corresponds with the scale and significance of the effects that the activity may have on the
environment.

41 EFFECTS ON STREAM MORPHOLOCY AND DYNAMICS

When the tide gate and weir were originally constructed, and the diversion channel was formed
around l9l7 there were adverse effects on stream morphology and dynamics. The original stream
channel has been blocked by the weir, a diversion channel has been formed and the tidal gates
constructed to restrict incoming tidal waters from flowing further upstream. These effects are on-
going and are a direct outcome of the design of the flood and drainage infrastructure. The purpose
of the Titiroa Stream tide gates and weir is to ensure the on-going drainage capability upstream
and prevent flooding of the surrounding low-lying farmland.

This application does not propose any changes to the existing structures and continued occupation
of CMA will not give rise to any additional adverse effects on the Titiroa Stream. The tide gate and
weir are existing structures and form part of the existing physical environment and must be
managed sustainably. These structures are having an ongoing adverse effect on the Titiroa Stream
and its natural tidal processes. These adverse effects need to be balanced against the positive
drainage and flood protection effects discussed below in Section 4.8.

4,2 LAN DSCAPE, VISUAL AM EN ITY EFFECTS

The application site is not identified as being within either an area of Outstanding Landscapes or
Natural Features or a Visual Amenity Landscape in the Southland District Plan. It is identified as

being located within the Coastal Overlay in the District Plan and is located in the CMA.

When the tide gate and weir were originally constructed, and the diversion channel was formed the
landscape was altered and there were visual effects associated with these works. The tide gate and
weir are existing structures and form part of the existing physlcal environment. No changes are
proposed to the weir or tide gate structures. The tide gates and weir are not overly prominent or
visible and have only a localised visual effect. This application does not propose any changes to the
existing strictures and as such the proposed activity will not give rise to any adverse landscape or
visual amen ity effects.

4,3 EFFECTS ON WATER QUALITY
This application does not propose any changes to the existing tide gate and weir structures and
continued occupation of the CMA is not anticipated to give rise to any adverse water quality effects.

vQ423.54_006SO
Titiroa Tide Gates and Weir
Resource Consent Appllcation to Occupy the CMA & Dam and Divert Water
Environment Southland

WSP
8 March 2O2l
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4.4 ECOLOCY

The recently lapsed Coastal Permit (AUTH-204122) for the tide gates and weir was processed on a
limited notification basis in 2O.l5. The Department Conservation submitted and initially opposed the
application in part because the tide gates potentially reduced the ability of fish to migrate from the
coast up the Titiroa Stream.

Subsequently following mediation, the Coastal permit was granted for a term of 5 years (less than
the duration requested)with a condition requiring monitoring investigations to assess effects on

native fish. The monitoring required included a comparison of native fish upstream and

downstream of the tide gates and an assessment of flow downstream of the tide gates to
determine if water velocities are impacting native fish species.

4.4.1 FISH PASSACE

The applicant engaged Pattle Delamore Partners (PDP) who completed a comparative fish survey

both upstream and downstream of the tide gates. PDP also provided an assessment of the flow
profiles immediately downstream of the tide gate structure. The purpose of the Assessment was to
determine if the tide gate structure is posing a barrier to fish movement. The PDP Assessment is

attached as Appendix B.

The PDP Assessment notes that all four migratory species of native fish recorded in the investigation
were found both upstream and downstream of the tide gates with both upstream and

downstream fish having a similar size range. This suggests that fish migration is not impeded by the
tide gates and the presence of large eels upstream of the gates suggests that migration has not
been impeded over many years.

PDP conclude that the tide gates have only a minor effect on fish migration and water velocity
through the gates should not present too great a barrier to most migrating fish.

4.4.2 //VA/VCA SPAWV//VC

PDP also provide an assessment of the effects of the tide gates on the spawning of inanga in the
Titiroa River. They conclude that the tide gates probably have a significant and detrimental effect
on spawning migrations of inanga in the Titiroa Stream. They note that it may be possible to
mitigate these effects by restoring and /or enhancing inanga spawning habitat nearby.

As noted above at Section 4..l the original stream channel has been blocked by the weir, a diversion

channel has been formed and the tidal gates constructed to restrict incoming tidal waters from
flowing further upstream. These effects are on-going and are a direct outcome of the design of the
flood and drainage infrastructure. The purpose of the Titiroa Stream tide gates and weir is to ensure

the on-going drainage capability upstream and prevent flooding of the surrounding low-lying
farmland. This application does not propose any changes to the existing structures and continued
occupation of CMA will not give rise to any additional adverse effects on the Titiroa Stream.

The tide gate and weir are existing structures and form part of the existing physical environment
and must be managed sustainably. These structures are having an ongoing adverse effect on the
Titiroa Stream and its naturaltidal processes and this includes likelyeffecton inanga spawning.
These adverse effects need to be balanced against the positive drainage and flood protection

effects discussed below in Section 4.7.The PDP Assessment suggest mitigation focussed on

enhancement and restoration of spawning habitat and this is discussed further below in Section 6..l.
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4 5 EFFECTS ON PU BLIC ACCESS

The Titiroa River is Iarge enough in this area to be navigable by small boats. lt is unlikely that such
boats would pass through the gate structure, but they could be carried around it. The tide gate and
weir are existing structures and form part of the existing physical environment. This application
does not propose any changes to the existing stricture and the proposed activity will not give rise to
any adverse effects on public access other than those that arose when the tide gates were originally
constructed over IOO years ago.

4,6 HISTORIC HERITACE

There are no known sites of historic heritage identified shown on the relevant Southland District
Plan Planning Maps. There are no known sites of historic heritage identified shown on the relevant
map (9b) in the Coastal Plan nearthe application site. lrrespective no physicalworksare proposed
as part of this application and as such the activity is not likely to give rise to any adverse effects on
historic heritage. The activity is not likely to give rise to any significant adverse on historic heritage.

4,7 CU LTU RAL

The application site is not within a Statutory Acknowledgement area. NgSi Tahu ki Murihiku have a

spiritual and historical association with Southland's coastal environment. The fish survey has also
identified the presence of native fish species that are mahinga kai resources. As noted above the
occupation of the CMA and the function of the tide gates and weir are having ongoing effects
associated with the Titiroa Stream given their function to restrict tidal waters moving upstream. The
tide gates are having only a minor effect on fish migration but may impact on inanga spawning.
Consultation with iwi through Te Ao Marama lnc is proposed and they have been identified as an
affected party. This consultation will assist in terms of determining the cultural values, interests and
associations with the site and activity and any potential cultural effects.

4,8 DRAINACE AND FLOOD PROTECTION

The purpose of the tide gates and weir is to block tidal inflow further up the Titiroa in order to
reduce flooding and improve drainage of low-lying farmland upstream of the gates. The tide gates
influence approximately 11,5OO hectares of improved pasture alongside the Titiroa Stream. The
activity has positive social and economic effects through drainage and flood protection.

4,9 CONCLUSION

The activity is having ongoing adverse effects on natural tidal processes in the Titiroa Stream and is

also likely to be having an adverse effect on inanga spawning. These effects are on-going and are
directly related to the function of the tide gate infrastructure. The purpose of the Titiroa Stream tide
gates and weir is to ensure the on-going drainage capability upstream and prevent flooding of the
surrou nd ing low-lying farmland.
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5 ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives were considered:

l. Do nothing;or

2. Remove infrastructure; or

3. Retain infrastructure.

Maintaining and improving flood protection infrastructure is an important function of the
Catchment Division of Environment Southland. This infrastructure has specifically been designed,

operates and is maintained to protect people and property from tidal flows.

The intermittent flow control with the tide gates, their continued occupation in the diversion

channel and the occupation of the tide gates and weir in the CMA is considered necessary to
ensure ES Catchment Division meets its obligations in the Mataura River Rating District.

The tide gates and weir protect upstream farmland from flooding and drainage issues and allow a

large land area to be productively farmed.

A do-nothing approach would see the existing infrastructure deteriorate and land drainage fail.

Removal of the infrastructure would result in drainage and flood issues upstream and a loss of
productive farmland.

The AEE detailed in this application demonstrates that the tide gates and weir are having ongoing

adverse effects. However, these effects are associated with the function of the infrastructure which
is to specifically prevent tidal flows past the tide gates and these effects link back to construction of
the infrastructure over IOO years ago. The tide gates and weir are also having positive

environmental, social and economic effects in regard to drainage and flood management. As a

result, alternative options I and 2 are not considered appropriate and retention of the existing

infrastructure is considered the most appropriate option.
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6 MITICATION

6.I DOWNSTREAM LAND MANACEMENT
The PDP Assessment concludes that tide gates probably have a significant and detrimental effect
on spawning migrations of inanga in the Titiroa Stream. They note that it may be possible to
mitigate these effects by restoring and /or enhancing inanga spawning habitat nearby.

Environment Southland via its Catchment Management Division owns and manages a significant
land area adjoining the Titiroa Stream adjacent and downstream of the tide gates. The area has
been identified as the Lower Titiroa Wetland Reserve and is managed with a conseryation
management focus.

As part of the ongoing management of the LowerTitiroa Wetland Reserue l'lO hectares of land
adjoining the Titiroa Stream has been fenced and stock grazing prevented. These riparian areas are
being managed to enable restoration and enhancement of the stream margins. Marginal grasses

and rushes which the PDP Assessment notes as important for inanga spawning are being protected
through this management approach.

The applicant's management of the Lower Titiroa Wetland Reserve is consistent with restoration
and enhancement of inanga spawning habitat and mitigation of the effects of the tide gate
infrastructure.

6,2 PROPOSED CONDITIONS
No physicalworksare proposed as partof this application and assuch there islimited need for
conditions of consent.

# CONDITION

The consent holder shall at all times during the term of this consent maintain the
structures in good repair, appearance and condition.

2 Monitoring condition (standard wording).

4
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7 STATUTORY ASSESSMENT
Clause 2 of the Fourth Schedule of the Act requires an assessment of the activity against any

relevant provision of a document referred to in Section lOafi)(b). As the application relates to an

existing activity within the CMA the Regional Water Plans and NPS and NES for Freshwater are not
relevant considerations.

7.1 NEW ZEALAND COASTAL POLICY STATEMENT 2O1O

The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2OlO (the NZCPS) sets out to achieve the purpose of the
Act in relation to the coastal environment, identifying and promoting the sustainable management

of the coastal environment and its characteristics, qualities and uses. Relevant objectives and

policies are discussed below.

Objective 1 - To sofeguotd the integrity, form, functioning ond resi/ience of the coosto/
environment ondsustoin its ecoslrstems, including morine ond intertidoloreos, estuories,

dunes ond lond, by:

. mointoining or enhoncing noturol biologicol ond physicol processes in the coosfo/
environment ond recognising their dynomic, complex ond interdependent noture;

. protecting representotive or significont noturolecosysferns ond sites of biologicol
importonce ond mointoining the diversity of New Zealond's indigenous coostol floro
ond founo; ond

. mointoining coostol woter quolity, ond enhoncing it where il hos deterioroted from
whot would otherwise be its noturol condition, with significont odverse effects on

ecology ond hobitol becouse of dischorges ossociof ed with humon octivity.

The activity is having ongoing adverse effects on natural tidal processes in the Titiroa Stream and is

also likely to be having an adverse effect on inanga spawning. These effects are on-going and are

directly related to the function and purpose of the tide gate infrastructure. The purpose of the

Titiroa Stream tide gates and weir is to ensure the on-going drainage capability upstream and

prevent flooding of the surrounding low-lying farmland. Natural biological and physical processes

in the coastal environment associated natural tidal processes have been altered by the tide gates

structures since they were originally constructed. The applicant through management of the Titiroa

Wetland Reserve is protecting representative or significant natural ecosystems and sites of

biological importance and maintaining the diversity of New Zealand's indigenous coastal flora and

fauna.The activityis not likelyto be having an adverse effecton coastalwaterquality.The activity is

considered partly contrary to Objective 1.

Objective 6: To enoble people ond communifies to provide for their sociol, economig ond
cultural wellbeing ond their heo/th ond sofety, through subdivision usq ond developmen|
recognising thot
, the protection of the volues of the coostol environmenf does not preclude use ond

development in oppropriote p/oces ond forms, ond within oppropriote limits;

. some uses ond developments which depend upon the use of noturol ond physicol

resources in the coosfo/ environment ore importont to the sociol, economic ond cultural
wellbeing of people ond communities;
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. functionolly some uses ond developments con only be locoted on the coosf or in the
coosfo/ morine oreo;

. the coosto/ environment conlolns renewoble energy resources of significont volue;

. the protection of hobitots of living morine resources contributes to the sociol, economic
ond culturol wellbeing of people ond communities;

. the potentiol to protect, use, ond develop noturol ond physicol resources in the coosfo/
morine oreo should not be compromised by octivities on lond;

. the proportion of the coosto/ morine oreo under ony formol protection is smoll ond
therefore monogement under the Act is on importont meons by which the noturol
resources of the coosfo/ morine oreo con be protected; ond

, historic heritoge in the cooslo/ environmenf rs exlensiye but not fully known, ond
vulneroble lo /oss or domoge from inoppropriote subdivision, use, ond development.

The activity is consistent Objective 6 in that it is enabling people and communities to provide for
their social and economic wellbeing.

Policy 6:Activities in the coosto/ environment

1. ln relqtion to the coosto/ environment:

o. recognise thot the provision of infrostructure, the supply ond tronsport of energy
including the generotion ond tronsmrssion of electricity, ond the extroction of
minerols ore octivities importont to the sociol economic ond culturol well-being of
peo pl e o nd com m u niti es;

b. consider the rote ot which built development ond the ossoclofed public
infrostructure should be enobled to provide for the reosonobly foreseeob/e needs of
populotion growth without compromising the other volues of the coosto/
environment;

c. encouroge fhe consolidotion of existing coosfo/ self/emenls ond urbon oreos
where this will contribute to the ovoidonce or mitigotion of sprowling or sporodic
potlerns ofsett/ement ond urbon growth;

d. recognise tongoto whenuo needs for popokoingo3, moroe ond ossocioted
developments ond moke oppropriote provision for them;

e. consider where ond how built development on lond should be controlled so thot
it does not compromise octivities of notionol or regionol importonce thot hove o
functionol need fo locote ond operote in the coosfo/ morine oreo;

f. consider where development thot mointoins the chorocter of the existing built
environment should be encouroged, ond where development resulting in o chonge
in chorocter would be occeptoble;

g. toke into occount the potentiol of renewoble resources ln fhe coosto/
environment, such as energy from wind, wctves, currents ond tides, to meet the
reosonobly fi:reseeob/e needs of future generotions;

h. consider how odverse visuol impocts of development con be ovoided in oreos
sensltive to such effects, such os heodlonds ond prominent ridgelines ond os frr os
procticoble ond reosonoble opply controls or conditions to oyoid those erfects;
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i. set bock development from the cocrsto/ morine oreo ond other woter bodies,
where procticoble ond reoson oble, to protect the noturol chorocter, open spoce,
public occess ond omenity volues of the cooslo/ environment; ond

j. where oppropriote, buffer oreos ond sites of significont indigenous biologicol
diversity, or historic heritoge volue.

2. Additionolly, in relotion to the coosfo/ morine oreo:

o. recognise potentiol contributions lo fhe soclol economic ond culturol wellbeing
of people ond communities from use ond development of the coosto/ morine oreo,
including the potentiol for renewoble morine energy to contribute to meeting the
energy needs of future generotions;

b. recognise the need to mointoin ond enhonce the public open spoce crnd

recreotion quolities ond volues of the coosfo/ morine oreo;

c. recognise thot there ore octivities thot hove o functionol need to be locoted in
fhe coosfol morine oreo, ond provide for those octivities in oppropriole p/oces;

d. recognise thot octivities thot do not hove o functionol need for locotion in the
coosfo/ morine oreo generolly should not be locoted there; ond

e. promote the efficient use of occ upied spoce, including by:

i. requiring thot structures be mode ovoiloble for public or multiple use
whe reve r reosonob I e o nd p roctico bl e;

ii. requiring the removol of ony obondoned or redundont structure thot has
no heritoge, omenity or reuse volue; ond

iii .considering whether consent conditions should be opplied to ensure thot
spoce occupied for on octivity rs used for thot purpose effectively ond
without u n reosonob I e d el oy.

ln regard to the coastal environment this policy seeks to recognise that the provision of
infrastructure such as the tide gates and weir are activities important to the social, economic and

cultural well-being of people and communities (Policy 6 0) (a)). The infrastructure has a functional
need to be located and operate in the coastal marine area (Policy 6 (l) (e)). Policy 6 (2) (c) in regard

to the coastal marine area seeks to recognise that there are activities that have a functional need to
be located in the coastal marine area, and that those activities are provided for in appropriate
places. The activity is considered consistent with Policy 6.

The proposed activity considered partly contrary to Objective I and consistent with Objective 6 and

Policy 6 of the NZCPS.

7 2 NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

No National Environmental Standards are considered directly relevant to the activity

7.3 SOUTHLAND RECIONAL POLICY STATEMENT 2017

The Southland Regional Policy Statement 2Ol7 (SRPS) is a relevant consideration. Objectives and
policies relevant to the activity are listed and discussed below.
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Tonqotq Whenuo
Objective TW.2 - Provision for iwi management plons: All locol outhority resource
monogemenf processes ond decisions toke into occount iwi monogement p/ons.

Coost
Objective COAST.2 - Activities in the coosfo/ environment: lnfrostructure, ports, energy
projects, oquoculture, minerol extroction octivities, subdivision, use ond development in the
coosto/ environment ore provided for ond able to expond, where oppropriote, while
monoging the odverse effects of fhose octivities on public occess ond noturol chorocter.

Objective COASIiS - Coosto/ woter quolity ond its ecosysterns: Coosfo/ woter quolity ond its
ecosysterns ore mointoined or enhonced.

Policy COAST.2 - Monogement of activities in the coosfo/ environment: Ensure adequote
rneosures or methods ore utilised within lhe coosfo/ environment when moking provision
for subdivision, use ond development to:
i. protect indigenous biodiversity, historic heritoge, notural chorocter, ond noturol

features ond londscope volues historic heritoge;
ii. mointoin or enhonce omenity, sociol intrinsic, ecologicol ond culturolvolues,

/ondscopes of culturol significonce to tongato whenuo ond coosfol dune systems;
iii. mointain or enhonce public occess; ond
iv. ovoid or mitigote the impocts of noturol hozords, including predicted seo /eye/ rse

ond climote chonge.

Policy COAST.4 - lnfrostructure, port, oquoculture ond energy projects: Recogrnlse ond
provide for infrostructure, port, oquoculture ond energy projects thot must be locoted within
the coosto/ environment.

Policy COASI5 - Monogement of effecfs on coosfo I woter quolity ond ecosysferns: Avoid,
remedy or mitigote odverse effecls of lond-based octivities on coosfolwater quolity ond its
ecosysferns.

I nfrostru ctu re /Tro nsport
Objective lNF.l - Soufh/onds infrostructure: Southlond's regionol, notionol ond criticol
infrostructure ls secure, operotes efficiently, ond is integroted with lond use ond the
environment.

Policy lNF.l - Regionol, notionol ond criticol infrostructure - Recognise rhe benefits to be
derived from, ond moke provision for, the development, maintenonce, upgrode ond
ongoing operotion of regionolly significant, notionolly significont ond critical infrostructure
ond ossoci oted o ctivi ti es.

ln regard to Objective TW.2 consultation with iwi through Te Ao Marama lnc is proposed and the
relevant provisron of the iwi management plan are discussed below.

Objective lNF.1 requires critical infrastructure such as the tide gates and weir to operates efficiently
and be integrated with land use and the environment. Policy lNF.l seeks recognition forthe benefits
to be derived from infrastructure and to make provision ongoing operatlon of regionallysignificant,
and critical infrastructure such as the tide gates and weir. The activity is considered consistent with
Objective lNF.l and Policy INF.l.

Policy COAST.2 relates to management of activities in the coastal environment and seeks to ensure
adequate measures to protect indrgenous biodiversity and maintain or enhance ecological and
culturalvalues. As outlined above the activity is having on-going adverse effects and mitigation is

promoted through management of the Titiroa Wetland Reserve. This policy also seeks to avoid or
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mitigate the impacts of natural hazards and one of the functions of the tide gates is to drainage
management and prevention of flooding.

There is a functional need for structures associated with the activity to be in the coastal
environment and coastal marine area. The tide gates and weir are regionally significant
infrastructure that has a functional need to be located in the CMA and the activity is considered
consistent with Policy COAST.4.

ln regard to Policy COAST.S as outlined above there are ongoing effects associated with the
infrastructure. However, these effects are being mitigated via the applicant's management of the
Titiroa Wetland Reserve and as such the activity is considered consistent with Policy COAST.S.

Overall, on balance when considering all relevant provisions, the proposed activity is not considered
contrary to the relevant policies of the Regional Policy Statement for Southland.

7 4 R EC IONAL COASTAL PLAN FOR SOUTH LAN D 2013

The Regional Coastal Plan for Southland (the Coastal Plan) became fully operative in March 2013.

The relevant policies and objectives pf the Coastal Plan are listed and discussed below.

Objective 11.2.2 - Sociol economic ond sofety benefts; To recognise the socio l, economic,
culturol ond sofety benefits of structures in the coosto/ morine oreo.

Policy 11.2.1 O - Soundness ond sofety: Any structure in the coosto/ morine oreo is to be
designed, constructed, qnd mointoined in o monner which ensures thof its soundness ond
sofety t's not compromised byits use, corrosion, the oction of morine orgonisms, or fluviol or
coosto/ processes.

Policy 17.2.16 - Naturol chorocter, omenity,londscope, seoscope ond open spoce volues'
Avoid, remedy or mitigote the odverse effects of structures on lhe noturol choracter,
omenity, londscope, seoscope ond open spoce yolues of the coosto/ morine oreo.

Policy 11.2.17 - Structures ond octivities to be compotible with their surrounding
environment: Encouroge structures ond octivities, including reclomotions, to be locoted,
finished, ond be of o form, profile, exfenf ond olignment thotis not incompotible with the
visuol omenity, naturol chorocter ond physicol londscope of the oreo in which il ls /ocofed.

Policy 11.3.1 - Existing sfrucfures providing public benefit: Authorise existing structures, and
their occupotion of the coosfo/ morine oreo, subject to sofety stondords, thot provide public
benefit.

Objective 11.6.1 - Adverse effecls of new or changing octivities: To ensure thot new or
chonging octivities on structures do not resu/t in odverse effects.

Policy 11.6.1 - New and Chonging Activities on Existing Sfructures including Structures on
Structures: Consider new ond chonging octivities on existing structures, including slructures
on structures, on fhe some bosrs os new octivitles or new structures.

Objective 11.2.2 aims to recognise the social, economic, cultural and safety benefits of structures in
the coastal marine area. As outlined above the tide gates and weir have social and economic
benefitsthrough drainage managementand control of tidal processes. In regard to Policyll.2.lO no
works are proposed as part of this application. ln regard to Policy ll.2.l6 and Policy 11.2.17, no physrcal

works are proposed, the structures form part of the physical environment, have been present for
over IOO years and as outlines above are no have any significant adverse effects on landscape or
amenity values.
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Policy ll.3.l seeks to authorise existing structures, and their occupation of the coastal marine area,

subject to safety standards, that provide public benefit. Objective ll.6.l and Policy ll.6.l relate only to
new or changing activities and are not considered relevant.

The activity is considered consistent with the relevant provisions of the RCP.

7.5 TE TANCI AU TAUIRA _ IWI MANACEMENT PLAN

The relevant objectives and policies of Te Tangi Au Tauira the Ngai Tahu ki Murihiku Natural
Resources and Environmental lwi Management Plan are as follows:

Section 3.6 Te Akqu Toi Tongo - Southlond's Coostal Environment
3.6.1.1 Ensure the lond, woter and biodiversity ot the interfoce of Southlonds coosto/
environment are monoged in on integroted woy through cqreful plonning ond policy
i nstru ments which ovoid comportmento I isi ng the notu ro I envi ronment.

3.6.2.2 Ensure conslstency with the policies os outlined in the New Zeolond Coosto/ Policy
Sfofemenf, with respecf to protecf ion, development ond use of Southlonds Coosto/
Environment.

3.6.2.8 Require thot on ossessrnent of environmentoleffecls includes ond ossessment of the
culturol effects ond potentiol cumulotive effects on the noturol chorocter of the coosto/
environment.

3.6.3 Structures in the Coostol Marine Areo
3.6.3.1 Any octivity within, odjacent to or thot moy potentiolly impoct on Stotutory
Acknowledgment oreos, includingTeMimioT0TeRokiwhonoo(Fiordlond Coosfo/ Morine
Areo) ond Rokiuro/ Te Aro o Kiwo (Stewort lslond/Foveoux Stroit Coosto/ Morine Areo), will
require consultotion with both Te R1nongo o Ngoi Tohu, Ngoi Tohu ki Murihiku ond
Tongota Tiaki gozetted under the South lslond Customory ond Fishing Regulotions 1998.

3.6.3.5 Ensure thot structures in the coosto/ environment ore soundly constructed, ore
compotible with the noturol chorocter of the surrounding coosto/ environment ond
adjocent londs ond do not hove odverse effecls on ather people using the coost oreo. This
includes oppropriate plocement of moorings ond onchoroges.

3.6.3.16 Encouroge owners and other stokeholders to mointoin existing coosfo/ structures in
o reosonoble ond sofe condition.

3.6.4 Coostol Access
3.6.4.4 Work with stokeholders, locol governmenl ogencies ond others whom hove an
interesl in the coosto/ environment to promote ond provide informotion reloting to volues
ossocioted with the oreo ond the need to respecf the environment through promotion of
responsibie tourism.

3.6.7 Coostol Woter OuoliW
18. Avoid inoppropriote locotion ond design of infrostructure e.g. outfolls ond pipelines
which moy pose o threot to woter quolity. Encouroge ogencies ond developers fo odopt
best proctice when undertoking coostol protection so os fo ovoid ony unnecessory
dischorge fo coosfo/ woters.

3.6.1 3 Coostol Ecos:rstems
3.6.13.1. Avoid coosto/ octivities thot moy disturb, ond hove o direct or indirect detrimental
impoct, on oreos of significont vegetotion ond hobitots. Direct impocts moy be physicol
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domoge while indirect impocts moy include effecls orising from siltation, deposition or
d isplocement over time.

Section 3.7 Ngo Moutere o Murihiku - Ofkhore /s/onds
3.7.7 Retention of NoturolVegetotion, Hobitot ond Founo

3.7.1.7 Encouroge continued joint monogernent orrongemenfs crnd progrommes between
NgoiTahu ki Murihiku ond NgdiTohu ki Murihiku ond the Deportment of Conseruotion,Te
Popo Atowhoiwith respect fo vegetotion cleoronce, restorotion ond enhoncement.

3.7.5 Tourism
3.7.5.5. Ensure consultotion with respect to occess within oreos of lnferest (including
conseruotion estote) occurs with locol rlnunga.

The application relates to existing infrastructure activity and no physical changes to the
infrastructure are proposed. There is a functional need for structures associated with the activity to
be in the coastal environment and coastal marine area.

The activity is having ongoing adverse effects on natural tidal processes in the Titiroa Stream and is

also likely to be having an adverse effect on inanga spawning. These effects are on-going and are

directly related to the function of the tide gate infrastructure. The purpose of the Titiroa Stream tide
gates and weir is to ensure the on-going drainage capability upstream and prevent flooding of the
surrounding low-lying farmland. As such these adverse effects need to be balanced against the
positive flood protection effects and related economic and social benefits.

Overall, it is promoted that the works are consistent with the relevant policies of Te Tangi Au Tauira

-The Cry of the People - NgaiTahu ki Murihiku Natural Resources and Environmental lwi
Management Plan.

7 6 MARINE AND COASTAL AREA (TAKUTAI MOANA) ACT

Environment Southland website (Customary Marine Title) signals four Customary Marine Title

applications for coastal waters in Southland have been lodged with the High Court. One application
pertains to all of the Coastal waters along the Southland coastline. The contact for this application is
identified as:

Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu on behalf of Ngai Tahu Whanui

Rachel Brown

Bell Cully

PO Box l29l

Wellington 6140

rachael.brown@bel lgul ly.com

TRONT have been contacted and theirviews have been sought on the application. lf orwhen a
response is received it will be provided to the Council.
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8 CONSULTATION

B.I AFFECTED PERSONS

Written approvals have been sought from the following persons:

l. Te Ao Marama lncorporated;

2. Department of Conservation;

3. Fish & Came Southland.

At the time of lodgement, the applicant was still consulting with these persons. Written approvals
will be provided if or when obtained.

8,2 NOTIFICATION

Notification of an application lies at the discretion of the consent authority.

Section 95A sets out that an application must be notified if the activity will have or is likely to have
adverse effects on the environment that are more than minor; if the applicant requests it; or it is

required by a rule or national environmental standard.

As outlined above the activity is having on-going effects. The ongoing adverse effects of the
structures need to be balanced against the positive flood protection effects and related economic
and social benefits. The applicant is promoting mitigation of adverse effects on inanga spawning
through ongoing management of the Titiroa Wetland Reserve.

The applicant does not request public notification, the Coastal Plan does not require it and no
National Environmental Standards are applicable. Therefore, the RMA does not require that the
application be publicly notified.

lf a consent authority decides not to publicly notifu an application, Section 958 requires that they
determine if there are any persons affected by the activity. As outlined above the applicant has
identified persons whom written approval will be sought.
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9 RESOURCE MANACEMENT ACT I99I

9.I THE PURPOSE OFTHE RMA

Section 5 of the RMA l99l sates sets out the Purpose of the Act which is to promote the sustainable

management of natural and physical resources. lt requires activities to be managed so that adverse

effects on the environment are avoided, remedied or mitigated.

The tide gates and weir are part of the existing physical environment and must be sustainably

managed. The activity is having ongoing adverse effects on natural tidal processes in the Titiroa

Stream and is also likely to be having an adverse effect on inanga spawning. These effects are on-
going and are a directly related to the function and purpose of the infrastructure. The purpose of

the Titiroa Stream tide gates and weir is to ensure the on-going drainage capability upstream and

prevent flooding of the surrounding low-lying farmland. As such the ongoing adverse effects of the

structures need to be balanced against the positive flood protection effects and related economic

and social benefits. The applicant is promoting mitigation of adverse effects on inanga spawning
through ongoing management of the Titiroa Wetland Reserve.

The activity is considered consistent with the purpose of the RMA 
.199.l.

9 2 SECTION 6

Section 6 sets out the lvlatters of National and the following matters are considered relevant to this

application:

(o) the preservotion of the noturol chorocter of the coosto/ environment (including the
coosto/ marine area), wetlands, ond lokes and rivers ond their morgins, ond the
protection of them from inappropriote subdivision, use, ond development:

(b) the protection of outsfonding noturolfeotures and landscopes from inappropriote
subdivision, use, ond development:

(c) the protection of oreos of significont indigenous vegetofion ond significont hobitats of
indigenous founo:

(d) the mointenonce and enhoncement of public occess to and olong fhe coosfo/ morine
oreo, lokes, ond rivers'

(e) the relotionship of Moori ond their culture ond troditions with their oncestral londs,
water, sites, woohitopu, ond other toongo:

(fl the protection of historic heritoge from inoppropriote subdivision, use, ond
development:

(g) the protection of protecfed customory rights:
(h) the monogement of significont risks from noturol hozords.

ln regard to (a), (b) (d) no physicalworks are proposed and the tide gates and weirare existing

infrastructure which has been present in the location for some time. Matters (fl and (g) are not
considered directly relevant. The activity is consistent with (h) 'the management of significant risks

from natural hazards'given its purpose in controlling drainage and tidal flooding. Regarding (c) the

activity through mitigation and ongoing management of the Titiroa Wetland reserve is consistent
with protection of significant habitats of indigenous fauna.
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9,3 SECTION 7

Section 7 of the RMA sets out those'other matters" that Council is to have particular regard to are:

o Koitiokitongo (o):

. The ethic ofstewordship (qo):

. The efficient use ond development of noturol ond physicol resources(b):

. The mointenonce ond enhoncement of omenity volues (c);

. lntrinsic yolues of ecosysfems (d);

. Mqintenonce ond enhoncement of the quolity of the environment (f).

. Any finite chorocferistlcs of noturol ond physicol resources (g).

The activity is consistent with efficient use of physical resources and no physical works are proposed
The activity is considered consistent with Section 7 of the Act.

9,4 SECTION 8

Section 8 of the RMA requires all persons exercising functions under the Act to take into account
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. Consultation with lwi will be undertaken with a copy of the
application supplied to provide the opportunity to consider the activity as a potentially affected
parly. The Titiroa Stream itself is not listed as a statutory acknowledgement under the Ngai Tahu
Claims Settlement Act 

.]998 (NTCSA .1998). 
As noted above Ngai Tahu ki Murihiku have a spiritual

and historical association with Southland's coastal environmenl
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IO SECTION 1O4
Section lO4(1) outlines the following matters, which are relevant to Council's consideration of the

application:

'When considering on opplicotion for o resource consenl ond ony submlssions received,
the consent outhority must sub/ecf to Port 2, hove regord to-
(o) ony octuol ond potentiol effects on lhe environment of ollowing the octivi$; ond
(b) ony relevont provisions of'
(i) a nqtionol environmentql stondord:
(ii) other regulotions:
(iii) o notionol policy stotement:
(iv) o New Zeoland coosto/ policy stotement:
(v) a regional policy stotement or proposed regional policy stotement:
(vi) o plon or proposed plon; ond
(c)onyothermotter fheconsentouthority considers relevontondreosonoblynecessoryto
d etermi ne the oppl icotion".

These matters have been considered and are discussed above.

ln regard to Section'l04 (l) (ab) the applicant is promoting mitigation associated with management

of the Titiroa Wetland Reserve as a measure for the purpose of ensuring positive effects on the

environment to offset or compensate for adverse effects on the environment associated with the
tide gates and weir.
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I CONCLUSION
The activity is having ongoing adverse effects on natural tidal processes in the Titiroa Stream and is

also likely to be having an adverse effect on inanga spawning. These effects are on-going and are
directly related to the function of the tide gate infrastructure.

The purpose of the Titiroa Stream tide gates and weir is to ensure the on-going drainage capability
upstream and prevent flooding of the surrounding low-lying farmland. The adverse effects of the
activity need to be balanced against the positive flood protection effects and related economic and
social benefits.

As mitigation of the effects on inanga spawning the applicant is actively managing a large area of
land downstream of the tide gates and weir. The Titiroa Wetland Reserve is being managed to
maintain and enhance the margins of the stream and inanga spawning habitat.

The activity has been assessed against the objectives and policies of the relevant Plans. Overall, on
balance when considering all relevant provisions, the proposed activity is not considered contrary to
the relevant policies of the NZCPS, the Regional Policy Statement for Southland or the Regional
Coastal Plan for Southland.
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PATTLE DELAMORE PARTNERS I.TD

Level 2,134 Oxford Terrace

Christchurch Central, Christchurch 8011

PO 8ox 389, Christchurch 8140, New Zealand

Office +64 3 345 710O

web !gu..eC.&-e9.!r
Auckland TauranSa Wellington Chrlstchurch mlulloat for Wur envirooment

pdp
4 February 2027

Dave Conner

Team Leader Catchment

Environment Southland

Cnr North Road & Price Street

Waikiwi

INVERCARGILL 98011

Dear Dave

TIT!ROA RIVER TIDE GATES FISH SURVEY & VELOCITY PROFILES

1.0 lntroduction

Pattle Delamore Partners (PDP) was engaged by Environment Southland (ES) to undertake a comparative

fish survey, both upstream and downstream of the tide gates located in the lower Titiroa River, as well as

an assessment of the flow profiles immediately downstream of the tide gate structure. The purpose of
this assessment is to determine if the tide gate structure is posing a barrier to fish movement.

1.1 Background

It is understood that ES previously held a coastal permit (Permit No.204122), now expired, which

authorised the occupation of the coastal marine area (CMA), and to dam tidalwaters, with a tide gate

structure (see Photo L, attached). The conditions of the coastal permit required two monitoring
investigations to be undertaken:

A comparison of native fish communities in sites upstream and downstream of the floodgate

structure using the methods outlined in the New Zealand Freshwater Fish Sampling Protocols by

Joy et al. (2013) and Hicks (2013),

An assessment of the flow profile immediately downstream of the tide gate structure to
determine whether water velocities exceed the swimming speeds of native fish species in the
area.

The Titiroa River is located on the eastern bank of the lower Mataura Riverfloodplain and predominately

flowsthroughpasturelandandsomeremnantsof nativebush. Thelocationofthetidegatestructureis
approximately 200m upstream of the Tokonui-Gorge Road Highway and approximately 6.5km upstream

fromtheFortroseEstuary,asshowninFigurel. TheTitiroaRiverchannel immediatelydownstreamofthe
tide gate is approximately 8m wide.

1

2
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2.0 Fish Community Assessment

2.L Methodology

The Titiroa River in the vicinity of the floodgate structure is not suitable for standard sampling using

electric fishing techniques due to the depth and the likely high conductivity of the water; therefore, fish

communities upstream and downstream of the structure were assessed using baited fyke nets and baited
Gee minnow traps set overnight.

Six fyke nets and six Gee minnow traps were set upstream and downstream of the structure (refer to
Figure 2). Nets and traps were set from the banks of the waterway in the remnant channel parallel to the
tidegate channel, as outlined in Figure 2.

The two parts of the channel are separated by a rock bund and, although the area available was relatively
small, these two areas provided an excellent "side by side" comparison between upstream and

downstream communities. This was primarily because they were of similar area and were static (non-

flowing) habitats. The upstream area was shallower with deep sediment and dense instream macrophyte

beds. The water depth here fluctuated with the operation of the gates, with Titiroa Stream flows backing

up when the gates were closed and lowering when the gates were opened. The downstream area was

generally deeper with less sediment and little instream macrophyte growth. The water level in this section
fluctuated with the tides. Salinity was not measured as part of this investigation.

AII nets and traps were baited with small, perforated tins of fish-flavoured cat food, and deployed late in

the afternoon of 1L January 2021. Nets and traps were recovered the following morning (i.e., a soak time
of about18hours). All capturedfishwereidentified,counted,andestimatesoftheirlengthwere
recorded. All fish were released back into the water close to where they had been caught.

2.2 Results

Longfin eel (Anguilla dieffenbochii), shortfin eel (A. oustralis), inanga (Galaxios moculatus), and common
bully (Gobiomorphus cotidianus) were caught both downstream and upstream of the tidegate structure,
while redfin perch (Perco fluviatilis) were only caught downstream (Table 1).

Many of the small fish (e.g., inanga and juvenile perch) observed in the fyke nets had clearly been

consumed by larger fish (eels) caught in the same net and subsequently regurgitated. There is little doubt
that counts of small fish were therefore conservative, i.e., many had been consumed and only some

regurgitated.
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Common bully Redfin perchShortfin ee! lnangaSpecies Longfin eel

Number Size (mm)Number Size (mm) Number Size (mm)Number Size (mm) Number Size (mm)

Upstream of tide gates

Fyke 1 8 250-550

L 65 L 6510 300-600Fyke2

1 553 6s-80Fyke3 25 250-500

1 551 550Fyke4

300 t2 65-80Fyke5 L5 200-500 2

55-80300-s00 2FykeS 8

3 5s-80GM1

65-803GM2

2 55-80 9 45-80GM3

1 55GM4

1 65 'J. 65GM5

GM6'T

13 45-803 300-550 28

50

Total

L

66

90

0

L

0

2065-120

65-80200-500

200-600

15 65-120 2 45-80120-500 4 250-350Fyke2 15

Table 1: Summary of Fish Survey Results

Downstream of tide
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Species Longfin eel Shortfin eet lnanga Common bully Redfin perch

Number Size (mm) Number Size (mm) Number Size (mm) Number Size (mm) Number Size (mm)

Fyke3 18 200-500 L5 65-120 12 20-30

Fyke4 30 150-400 20 150-400 100 65-120 10 45-75 20 20-30

Fyke5 2L 150-450 2 300-400 80 65-L20 5 45-80 15 20-30

Fyke6 15 400-600 1 zso 10 65-120 2 4s-80 2 20-30

GMl 1 150 6 65-80

GM2 1 70 7 50 L 25

GM3 3 45-80

GM4 24 65-120 3 4s-80 3 20-30

GM5 L 150 2 65-80 3 45-80 4 20-30

GM6*

Total L92 150-600 27 150-400 303 65-120 29 45-80 58 20-30

Table 1: Summa of Fish Results

Notes:

* =no catch
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3.0 Flow Profile Assessment

Flow assessments on the Titiroa River were conducted at or near normal flow conditions, as estimated

using real time data from both the Mokoreta and Waikawa Rivers, derived from the ES website.

From observing the operation of the tidegates on L1 and 12 January 202t,the Titiroa Stream discharged

through the tidegates in the following pattern:

:. On arrival the gates were closed and remained closed after peak high tide and did not open until
thewaterlevel downstreamofthegatesfell toalevel lessthanthatofthatupstream. Thegates

opened at 4:36pm approximately 121 minutes after high tide.

i Discharge from the stream through the gates was moderate when the gates first opened but built
upasthewaterlevel downstreamofthegatesfell withtheebbingtide. Watervelocity
downstream of the tidegates appeared to peak at approximately 140 minutes after opening.

i As the water level upstream of the tidegates lowered, the discharge and water velocity through
the tidegates decreased. When the tide had ebbed completely and had begun to rise once more,

there was a brief period when no flow was discernible through the gates.

As the tide rose, the water level downstream of the tidegates increased, and when the tidal water
level just exceeded the water level in the stream the tidegates closed and blocked discharge from
the stream. This occurred approximately 140 minutes after low tide. The gates remained closed

while the tide continued to rise, and water from the Titiroa Stream built up behind the gates.

The duration of each tide gate opening depends on the height ofthe tide and the flow and water level of
Titiroa Stream upstream of the gates. During our field work visit, the tide gates were open for
approximately 380 minutes, i.e., about 51% of the 12.5 hour tidal cycle.

To determine whether water velocities exceed the swimming speeds of native fish species known to be

present in the area, the fastest water speeds were targeted. Water velocities were measured over a

40-minute period from when the gates opened.

Assessment of the flow profile was undertaken approximately 2m downstream of the Titiroa tidegate
structureusingaRiverSurveyor55. Themaximumwatervelocityrecordedwasl.328m/s(notethisisnot
a water velocity that is consistent throughout the water column). The average water velocity calculated
throughout a series of transects across the Titiroa Stream was 0.3559m/s.

4.0 Discussion

All four native migratory species recorded in this investigation were found both upstream and

downstream of the tidegates, and the size range of migratory fish upstream of the gates was similar to
that downstream. This suggests that fish migration is not impeded by the tidegates, and the presence of
large eels (probably more than 10 years old) upstream of the tidegates suggests that migration has not
been impeded over many years.

The differences in overall numbers of fish caught upstream and downstream of the tidegates most likely

reflects habitat suitability differences between the two areas surveyed. The presence of redfin perch

downstream of the tidegates has little relevance to an assessment of the tidegates with respect to fish

migration, as perch are an introduced species and do not migrate as part of their normal life-cycle.

Our conclusion is that the Titiroa River tidegates have only a minor effect on fish migration in general; the
gates are open for approximately half of the time, and the water velocity through the gates should not
present too great a barrier to most migrating fish. During each tidal cycle there are sustained periods

when flow through the gates is essentially just "normal" river flow, as well as a period on the rising tide

\\.h.trr6Uobs\2-lnver.arstllJoBWlsoG91s99\9ls17_rtLo_td.J.E\&_FEh_5uqw7_w@t\epordry\$s17e_nilrd_RIv.r_Tid._G!ta_R.pil_Frml.ddt,Mlozl2o2l
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whenthereisvirtuallynodownstreamflow. Evenduringtheperiodwhenwatervelocityisgreatest,
native fish may well be able to migrate upstream by swimmlng near the bottom of the water column.

However, it is likely that the presence of the tidegates prevents or delays the spawning of inanga in the
Titiroa River. lnanga are the main whitebait species around New Zealand and spawn amongst marginal
grasses and rushes in areas close to the upstream limit of salt water penetration (the "salt wedge") at the
very peak of high spring tides during Autumn Fertilised eggs remain among the damp vegetation but out
of the water until a later high spring tide, when they are re-inundated, hatch, and are washed downstream
tothesea(aboutsixmonthslatertheymigratebackintotheriversaswhitebait). lnvestigationofthe
limits of the salt wedge in the Titiroa Stream concluded that the salt wedge did not penetrate as far
upstream as the tide gates (James Dare pers. comm.), meaning that inanga spawning would occur
downstreamofthegates. Duringautumnmaturing(ripe) inangacongregateinshoalsupstream,then
move downstream to spawn in migrations that coincide with full and/or new moon and very high spring
tides, and the presence and operation of the Titiroa tidegates means that inanga in the river upstream of
the tidegates may be prevented or delayed from migrating down to the spawning areas.

Overall, the Titiroa tidegates probably have a significant and detrimental effect on spawning migrations of
inanga in the Titiroa River, and there is little chance that this can be remediated by modifying the tidegates
or altering their operation; the gates are designed specifically to prevent tidal water inundating land

upstreamofthetidegatestructure. ltmaybepossibletomitigatetheeffectsofthetidegatesonlnanga
spawning by restoring and/or enhancing lnanga spawning habitat in other nearby environments. PDP

recommend that ES consult with Department of Conservation (DoC) on suitable locations for this
enhancement.

5.0 Limitations

This report has been prepared by Pattle Delamore Partners Limited (PDP) on the basis of information
provided by Environment SouthlandEnvironment Southland. PDP has not independently verified the
provided information and has relied upon it being accurate and sufficient for use by PDP in preparing the
report. PDP accepts no responsibility for errors or omissions in, or the currency or sufficiency of, the
provided information.

This report has been prepared by PDP on the specific Instructions of Environment Southland Environment
Southlandforthelimitedpurposesdescribedinthereport. PDPacceptsnoliabilityifthereportisusedfor
a different purpose or if it is used or relied on by any other person. Any such use or reliance will be solely
at their own risk.
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@ 2021 Pattle Delomore Portners Limited

Yours faithfully

PATTTE DELAMORE PARTNERS LIMITED

Prepared by Reviewed by

Gemma Scott

Hydrologist

Approved by

Eoghan O'Neill

Technical Director - Water lnfrastructure

Martin Bonnett

Senior Freshwater Ecologist
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Photo L: Titiroa Tide Gate Structure Opening, view upstream

Photo 2: Eels Captured in Fyke Net
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SCALE: 1:1,200 (A4)
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EEES
The purpose of the High Value Areas (HVA) assessment programme is to identifr, define, describe,

rank and record sites containing indigenous biodiversity values.

This report provides you, the landowner with information about the presence, condition and relative

vaiue of indigenous biodiversity on your land. The information provided in this report aims to:

and the community in general;

values on their land;

Since the arival of Polynesian setdets to New Zealand about 750 yeats ago,and later that of European
settlers, there has been substantial pressure on the indigenous flota and fauna of our countfy. The main
changes that have occured are deforestation, dtaining of wetlands, and the modification of tussock

grasslands. For example, the national extent of indigenous forest cover has been teduced ftom 85% in
pre-poiynesian times to approximately 23o/o today, and 900/o of wetlands have been lost over the same

time period. The introduction of pest plants and animals has added to the pressure on our native

biodiversity and the proper functioning of ecosystems; they also threaten the productivity of pasture,

crops and forestryl. Now, itis in the lowlands, where the land is most productive andvaluable, whete
rnany of our rarest ecosystems and species ate found. This makes the fragments of native ecosystems

that have been kept by private landowners of a very high value.

In the vicinity of $7aituna, as a coflsequence of Maori fites, much of the lowland fotest was temoved
and replaced by manuka scrub or red tussockland. European settlement and associated agdcultutal
development futher reduced the extent of fotest and also teduced wedand extent through extensive
drainage works, replacing them both largely with pasture. Matginal areas often tetain a degtee of
naturalness even though they are modified by weeds, paraal dratnage, stock gtazing and othet
agricultutal activity.

The land patcels in which the HVA is found ate:

part of the reserve but does nol haue aparcelnumber and has not been included wilhin the resen)e 0n the ES
CIS system either.

round

al Descri ron

I Minirtry for the Environment, State of New Zealand's Environment Report released 2007



Location and Access

edges of Toetoes Harbour;

following the east fotk of Ryan Road to its end and keeping walking, or by following the track in
the SE corner of the reserye that leaves the Tokanui-Goige Roud Highwalt

NZTM 2000 gfld teference fot the bush fiagment in the centre-west of the reserye:E 1275788;
N 483s267.
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Figute 1: LINZ Topo50' series topographical map showing the HVA location. Note that the parts of the reserve along the

margins of Toetoes Harbour 
^re 

p^fi of the internationaily important 'RAMSAR2' designated Awarua wetiand site.

2 Ramsar wetlands refer to those wetlands that are recognised as internationally important by being designated under the
Ramsar intergovernmental convention on wetlands (1971) that takes its name from the Iranian place where the treaty
was signed. The treaty embodies the commitments of its 160 member countries to maintain the ecological character of
their wetlands of intemational importance. New Zealand has 6 Ramsar sites that total 55,000 ha. 
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General Habitat Descri on

Figure one above shows the HVA boundary overlaid onto LINZ Topo5O series topogtaphical maps.

Note that this boundary represents the area surveyed that lies between the graztng land on the landward
side and the high tide mark on the rivet or estuary side. This boundary may disagtee slightly with the

existing boundary in the ES GIS database, but it is accurate in terms of the land area that is actually
managed as a reserve; i.e. that which is fenced off from the adjacent farmland.

See appendix one for a rr,ap showing approximate boundaries of the six vegetation units identified
within the HVA overlaid onto aerial imagery. Appendix thtee displays the photographs that illusttate
the diversity of habitat types within the HVA.

Part of the site has been previously surveyed by Geoff Walls in 2002 as part of his Southland

Conservancy-wide wetland survey. His survey was limited to the south-westerfl p^tt of the HVA and

was very brief. Nonetheless, he identifi.ed that the surveyed area was worthy of protection to be

included with the wildlife reserve which protected the estuarine 
^tea 

on the opposite side of the Tititoa
Stream mouth at the time.

River Catchment
The HVA drains direcdy into either the lower Titiroa Stream, ot, Toetoes Hatbout

E cological Dis trict (EDl
The HVA is situated in the \X/aituna ED

New Zealand is divided into 85 ecoiogical regions and 268 ecoiogical districts. An ecological district is a

part of New Zealand where geological, topographical, and climatic factors, as well as biological features

and processes all interrelate to produce a characteistic landscape and range of biological communities.
The ecological district framewotk (l\4cEwen, 1987\ has been widely used by ecologists as the basis for
organising ecological res eatch and envtonmental management initiatives.

The \Taituna ED is the southetn-most ecological district in mainland New Zealand. The lTaituna ED
is a small flat arca characterised by a low coastal relief and a climate that is cool, cloudy and windy with
a ruinfall, of 1000-1200mm per annum. The soils arelargely poody drained and deep acid peat on flattet
parts with strongly leached soils on surounding gendy unduiating are s, 

^s 
well as small ateas of alluvial

soils, coastal dunes and sand flats. Accotdingly, it contains proportionately mote wetland than any

other ecological district.

The pre-human vegetation cover of the district has been postulated to have been dominated by a

mosaic of mostly lowland rushland-tussockland-shrubiand, with large expanses of lowland keteru-
podocarp-hardwood fotest iocalised to more favourable sites. Today, the native vegetation is

concentrated nearer to the coast and is dominated by wire rush-tangle fern peat bogs and regenerating
manuka shrubland. Some patches of other habitats persist, including flax and red tussock swamps, as

well as several var1ants of lowland podocalp-hardwood forest. Truly coastal ecosystems such as

estuadne salt marsh, sand-dune and gravel beach were naturally limited in their distribution and survive
relatively intact.

3 For more information, navigate to: http://www.mfe.govt.nzlpublications/ser/metadata/env-class/page I I .html
a McEwen, W. M. (editor), 1987. Ecological regions and districts of New Zeqland. Third revised edition in four
1:5000,000 maps with one booklet to accompany each map. New Zealand Biological Resources Centre Publication No.
5 (in four parts). Department of Conservation, Wellington. 
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Land Enuironment New Zealand (LENZ s)

Land environments provide an indication of potential ecosystem charactet at afly given place in New
Zealand. The LENZ classificatiofl system is recendy dedved from many years of research and
compliments the ecological districts and regions system described above. It is based on computer
modeling of a range of climatic, substrate and landform attributes to classifii a sedes of unique iand
envitonments. Individual land environments can occur over a substantial area depending on the local
variability of defining factors such as climate. This report quotes the 'level four' land environment, of
which there ate 500 nationalty, grrirg more localized information than the ecological district type does.

The level four LENZ environment ptevailing where this HVA occurs is L5.1b. The L5.1b environment
is a sub- category of the southetn lowlands; occurring on flat, low elevation floodplains along rivers in
Southland, such as the Oreti and Mataura. Climatically, the environment is charactedsed by cool
tempetatures, low solar tadiation, moderate vapour pressure deficits, low monthly water balance fatios,
and low annual water deficits. Soils are recent, imperfectly dtained and mainly of high fertility from fine
deposits (both windblown & river-ftansported) dedved from erosion of greywacke rocks. Dominant
historic ecosystems of this land envrronment would have been mostly -urrh., and swamps populated
by sedges, rushes and gtasses with patches of floodplain podocarp-hardwood forests and mixed
shrublands.

The LENZ map shows a significant area of the SW of the HVA to be classified as L3.1a. This land
envitonment is associated with peat soils and because during my survey I did only encountered a much
smaller area of peat based soils (associated with unit 2) within the reserve I have made the assumpdon
that this is a mapping error owing to lack of gtound-truthing information.

Ecosystem types
This ecosystem tl?es of this HVA are estuarine salt matsh, tiparian marsh, flax swamp and
floodplain fotest. This high diversity of ecosystems in a telatively small area is a key feature that
contributes to the value of this reserye.

Vegetation type -'units'
Each vegetation type represeflts a tecognisable plant community, or species assemblage that is called a

'unit'. In realtty, the vegetation units defined hete are a classification of the range of subtle variation
amongst the plant communities in existence at the site; as such, their boundaties are approximate
because fot the most part no sudden boundaries exist, and, because small patches of some habitats
exist within others that are too small to be mapped.

The syntax of the names listed below has particular meaning and follows the conventions of the
'Atkinson system' that is the standard for naming mapped vegetation tlpes in New Zealand6. Areas are
approximate. A brief description of the structural vadation within each vegetation unit follows its
name.

This area of regenetating forest occurs in temarkably close proximity to the estuadne zone of the
lower Titiroa stream. It is regenetating all atound its periphery and the areas of scrub (unit 5) to its

5 For detailed information on LENZ classifications, navigate to:
http://www.landcareresearch.co.nzldatabases/LENZ/products:techguide.asp.
6 The 'Atkinson system' is published in Volume 23 of theNew Zealand Joumal of Botany, 1985 (pages 361-378), and
is downloadable from: http://www.royalsociety.org.nzlpublish/nzjb.
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v/est will probably one day become incoqporated into a larger area of tegenerating forest that will
grade into the flaxland (unit 2) that occupies the wetter area to the south-west.

The stature of the forestis lowwith the average canopy heightbeingaround 10 metres, and die-back

due to wind exposure of a historically higher canopy is apparent. The canopy achieves around 60%o

covef, with kamahi being the most corrmofl species, totarafkahtkatea being subdominant and

rrmuf matar also being significant comporients. The sub-canopy is dense and diverse with good

reptesentation of al1 the caflopy species, as well as a good diversity of coprosma species (inciuding the

threatened Coprosma pedicellata); miro and kohuhu are also common. The ground layet achieves atound

500/o cover and is dominated by the kiokio and hounds tongue ferns as well as the hook sedge. Good
regeneradon of canopy species is evident in the gtound layer, but possum damage is evident in the

sub-canopy.

The flaxland occupies a swampy areathat appears to have apeaty subsftate (allthe otherunits in this

HVA have a minetai soil subsftate). Flax creates a calopy of between 50 and 70o/o cover with a few

individuals of cabbage taee, toe toe, gorse (<1o/o cover) and mingimingi being conspicuous minor
componeflts that together make up around 5o/o of the total caflopy cover. In spaces between the flax

clumps are patches of rushes (luncus edgaria), a few shrubs of kohuhu and swamp coprosma, as well
as the swamp kiokio fern. Most of the inter-clump space has a gtound layet comprised of pastffe
grasses and cutty gtass with occasional patches of moss and standing watet.

This area would apper to have been continuous with the extensive flaxland to the west that is
outside of the reserve arca and is now sepatated from this unit by an access way defined by two
parallel drains.

The gtassland tends to occupy on areas of better drained substate (gravel and sand based rather than

soft estuarine mud) where they occut on the edges of the Toetoes Harbour. This habitat gtades into
unit 4 below and the two often form a complex pattem in areas of the harbout edge.

The unit is not species diverse; it is dominated by the exotic reflexed salt grass but thete are some

patches of coastal turf remaining. The tutf is dominated by shote cotula with slender club rush and

remuremu also being cofrrrnon species.

This unit contains a t^nge of subdy different species assemblages which are alL chatacterised by the

abundant preseflce of oioi (I-,eptocarpus similis) and close proximity to tidal saline v/atets. In areas

around or below the high tide matk, thete are extensive fringe areas covered almost entirely by dense

oioi clumps, particulady o, the eastern side of the Titiroa Stteam mouth. In the upper ddal zone,

patches of the salt marsh ribbonwood shrub ate also common, as are patches of holygtass (together

comprising 
^fl 

average of around 20o/o canopy cover throughout this zone).

(



As the tidal influence reduces, the abundance of salt marsh ribbonwood decreases and mingimingi
tends to accompany ot replace it as the main shrub species; flax is also an occasional component.
Occasionally, on slightly taised ground, thete are patches where the shrub diversity increases to
rnclude some kohuhu, manuka and lancewood. In ftansitional areas around the edges of unit 4 zones,
where it grades into unit 6 sedgeland, gorse becomes an apparerLt component (achieving up to 5%
cover in places but normally occasional at less than 1.o/o cover) and patches of Jancus species, cutty
grass and exodc pasture are interspersed with the matrix of oioi.

The three small scrub areas all. occur in proximity to floodplain forest patches and their species

composition suggests affrity to the forest ecosystem. It is likely that these areas have the potential to
regenerate into podocarp-hardwood floodplain forest (similar to that of unit 1) in the long-term.

An unbounded 'recce' plot was measured in the notthern most ftagment of scrub (in the O'Neil
block) which showed the canopy to average 4 mettes in height and be dominated by mingrmrngi and
manuka. Other species in the cariopy included kohuhu, lancewood and weeping mapou. The ground
layet reflects the regenerating nature of this unit as it is a mixture of cutty grass patches (10% cover
ovetall) and littet with young individuals of forest species such as broadleaf. Interestingly, forest birds
such as fantails were already being attracted to this area.

Unit 6: Immgrmmgll / cutry grass - (holy grass) Sedgeland (30 ha)

This unit has the highest abundance of exotic species and occupies areas of matshy land with mineral
substrate that does not receive watet with a significant saline compofleflt. It occurs either adjacent to
the river above the estuarine zorre) or, as a transitional habitat between fatmland and more intact
habitats with less cover of exod.c plant species such as units 1 and 4.

It is compdsed of a vaieLy of species assemblages that grade into each other in complex patterns.
The broad assemblage that covets most of the area is a cutty grass dominated sedge sward
(comprising between 30 and 600/o cover) accompanied by grasses such as holy grass, creeping bent
and yorkshire fog (together comprising between 20 ard 40o/o cover) with exotic herbs such as

birdsfoot tteefoil and buttercup making up most of the balance of cover. In localised areas diffetent
components of this broad assemblage become locally dominant; notably holy grass and rank pasture
grasses. There ate also frequent patches where rushes of the Juncus genus (mostly the native edgariae,

but also the exotic procerus species) increase in abundance, largely replacing cutty grass. In places the
min$rnmg1 shrub becomes a conspicuous component, achieving up to 20o/o cover in localised

patches. Gorse infestations are a localised issue throughout this unit and the upper 300 metre stretch
of dvet edge has a serious infestation of reed sweet grass.

The area surtounding the lake at the eastern part of the HVA is mostly rank pasture. Gorse achieves

5o/o covet in this zone and catde have access throughout it.

Size and Shape - edge effects
The dimensions of size and shape of a native vegetation fragment can strongly influence both its
cuffent and future habitat states. This is because these dimensions latgely determine a fiagments'
resilience to extetnal influences that are collectively called edge effects (..g. dryi"g and weed invasion
from pedpheral &ained land).
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Edge effects can make the environmental conditions within the peripheral zone of a native habitat
fiagment unsuitable for many of the 'desirable' species (i.e. those reptesentative of a good quality
example of the ecosystem tlpe) which are able to floudsh within a less distutbed 'core' zone. Thetefote,
edge effects often artificially create two or more distinct zones within a fragment. If a ftagment is small
andf or narrow enough, then no core zofle will exist at al)., and afly rr.ature habitat still existing will not
be able to petsist into the future.

Owing to the convoluted shape of this HVA, the edge effects are high. The main edge effect of
concern is that of weed invasion (gotse in paticular) - either from the marypnal areas of the teserve that
have lower value habitats recently retired ftom tough-graztng land, ot, from existing fatmed areas.

Fortunately, in comparison to the edges on the landward sides, the estuarine edges have a positive
effect because they create conditions that ate unfavoutable to many invasive species.

Adjacent Land use
Low intensity stock graztng is the ptedominant suttounding land use. The rivet is very popular with
white-baiters, and much of the reserve, including the estuarine zortq is used for duck-shooting.

Landscape context - ecological connectivity
The diversity and abundance of species able to be present and to persist within any fuagment of native
habitat is partially dependent on some form of 'ecological connectivity' with other nearby sites which
share similar environmental conditions.

The level of connectivity required to allow the areas of scrub to succeed to forest exists because of the

forest fragments petsisting in the O'Neil and Walsh blocks. These are the southetn-most part of a

chain of forest fragments struflg along the lower Mataura fuver floodplan area and its immediate
environs. Several othet signiftcant forest areas exist around the eastern and northern edges of the

Toetoes Conservation Area.

In terms of its capacity to atttact shorebirds, the estuary area benefits ftom its proximity to other
estualine ateas along the South Coast.

There is enormous opportunity to enhance the connectivity of this reserve to other ad1acent ateas of
native habitat on the floodplain in order to testore the sequence from peat bog through to estuarine salt

matsh - see management recommendations.

Ownership and Management
This HVA is patt of the ES leasehold land that is managed for the joint purposes of ptoductive
farmland, nature conservation, afld, as flood protection for other areas of the Matauta floodplain.

The northerri parts of the reserve (those dominated by unit 6) were extensively grazed by cattle until
the year 2000 when stock were excluded. Other areas of the reserve have had limited ingression by

cattle but were flever considered 'productive ateas'. Fite was ftequendy used as a clearance tool in the

area until approximately 80 yearc ago and would have had an impact on periphetal parts of the reserve,

particularly on the westem (windward) side.

The entire ate Ts nov/ managed fot nature conservation, as well as the tecreational/cultural activities of
white-baiting and duck-shooting. Recendy the white-baiting has attracted a financial interest and the

associated increase in activity could cause conflict with the natute conservati.on aims.
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Cutent Ptotection
This HVA as an entire unit has no legally-bitdi^g protected status as aflature reserve under either the
Reserves Act, ot, the Conservation Act. Instead, it has 'reserve' status within the ES leasehold land
management framewotk; as such it is not saleable. However, the harbour edges have intemational
protected status under the RAMSAR convention (see boundary illustated in Appendix one).

Significance within the ecological distict - site evaluation criteria

Qualitative signifrcance definition within the Rfu[A
Section 6(c) of the Resoutce Management Act 1991 tequires that areas of 'signifcant'indigenous
vegetation, or habitats for indigenous fauna, should be protected.

Significance was not defined either qualitatively or quant-i.tatively in the Act; its definition has evolved
since 1991 through case law and ecological practice. \)7haley et al. (1995)7 lists the following nine criteria
by which to decide rf a nat:rrral area is significant:

1. Representadveness;
2. Diversity and pattetn;
3. Ratity and special features;
4. Naturalness and intactness;
5. Size and shape;
6. Inherent ecological viability and long-term sustainability;
7 . B uffering/ surrounding lands cap e f connectivity;
8. Threat and fraglJtty (thteat processes and agents, effects of ptoposed modification);
9. Management input (natue and scalef rntervention necessary/restoration potential).

In my opinion, Whaley et al.'s list is the one which most fully meets the conceptual and practtcal
tequirements of a robust definition of significance. In appendix five, I have provided brief definitions
for each of these criteria which attempt to represeflt the majority view of practising ecologists in New
Zealand, as I perceive it. Nevertheless, the precise qualitative definition of significance for natural areas

in New Zealand is curtently 
^ 

matter of wide, and sometimes deeply divided, debate.

Application of quantitative significance assessment method in use by ES fot wetland sites
Envitonment Southland's'wetland evaluation card'assesses all of the nine cnteria listed above, based
upon infotmation recorded in the HVA survey forms (part 1 - general and pat 2 - werJand specific)
and in the 'wetland tecord sheet'. The wedand evaluation card's output is a numedcpl score for each of
three information categories. Together, these three scores summali.se a site's significance (i.e. its
ecological value or importance) in the context of its ecological district.

The advantages of this system arethat it gives a quick guide to absolute site value, and,tf other sites
have been surveyed and assessed using the same method, these scores can be used to directiy compare
and rank the relative importance among such sites. It should be noted that direct comparison is not
always teliable if the sites being compared are within different ecological districts.

7 Whaley, K. J., Clarkson, B. D., & Leathwick, J. R. 1995. Assessment of criteria used to determine 'significance' of
natural areas in relation to section 6(c) of the Resource Management Act (1991). p.34 inlandcare Research Contract
Report LC95961021.
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The three summary categories are listed below, along with; the cdteda ftom the list above which they
each assess, their maximum scores and score meaning, as well as the actual score (in bold) for this
HVA:

o Cdterion 1 & parts of criteria 4, 5 & 7;

o Max. score of B (meaning 
^ 

very highly teptesentative and good quality example)

o This HVA score: 7

o Criteria 2,3, 4, 5, 6 &7;
o Max. score of 45 (meaning very high total ecological qualiry)
o This HVA scote: 40

o CdteriaS&9;
o Max score of 14 (meaning good output per dollar spent).
o This HVA scote: LL

Note, these are by far the highest scores that I have assigned to any wetland HVA so fat
surveyed. This site is of outstanding impotance for its divetsity of habitats and for the
diversity and abundance of wildlife that it suppotts (fish, matsh inhabiting bitds, as well as

estuadne birds such as terns and waders, including migratory ones).

Representative value within the ecological district
Representativeness (criterion one ftom the list above) is often considered by New Zealand ecologists to
be the most important single criterion for any assessment of site importance. This is based on the
notion that a teserve system should contain the full range of natural ecosystems histotically
characteristic of an area. Reptesentativeness alone does not take into accouflt the condition of a site, or
its level of modification.

Precise figures for former extent and curently protected extent are not avatTable within the Southland

Protecdon Strategy8 for ali of the vegetation tlpes present in this HVA, so representative value is

diffi.cult to assess. In addition to this, if the vegetation types within the HVA are fitted into the broad
habitat classes given in the Southland Protection Strategy, then representadve values from low (for the
freshwater rushlands - unit 6) to very high (for the lowland fotest - unit 1) tesult. In my opinion,
considering the fact that nowhete else in the district does such a varieqr of habitats exist within such

close proximity so as to presefve natural vegetation sequences the site as a whole deserves a

representative value classification within the Waituna ecological district of ver,v high.

Representative value at the national scale
The Threatened Environment Classificatio"g 6fEC; was developed by Landcare Research to classi!,
the whole of New Zealand in terms of whete zreas of rare and poody protected indigenous ecosystems

are most likely to occur. Each TEC category relates to an approximate percentage of how much
indigenous vegetad.on cover remains within each land environment and how much of it is protected.

Under the TEC, the HVA is classified as within a Category 2 (t.e. chronically thteatened), because

between or.Jy 10oh and 200/o of the indigenous vegetad.on in this envitonment temains and what

8 Southland Protection Strategy, 1999. A report to the Nature Heritage Fund Committee by M. A. Harding.
e Threatened Environment Classification: Guide for Users (Version 1 . 1 , August 2007), Lmdcare Research New Zealand
Ltd2007.
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remaifls is sparsely distdbuted in the landscape. As a result of this level and pattern of habitat loss, the
risks of species loss is severe and any futhet habitat loss will greatJy exacerbate these risks.

Furthermore, all remaining wetlands in the Waituna ecological district provide important opportunities
for wetland protection in a national context, to help redtess and compensate for New Zealand having
lost at least 90o/o of all its original wedand ecosystems. This extremely high rate of wedand loss
nationally is why al1 remaining wedands are also classified as a national priority for protection (number
two) within the national statement of priorities fot protection of biodiversity on private land (A4fE
2oo7)10.

In summary, this HVA has a wealth of ecological featutes and is highly valuable. Its value is high for
three main reasons:

F The estuadne zone forms part of one of the five most important wading bird habitats in New
Zealand; it is also known to be importanthabttat for rare and r,'ulnetable fish fauna.

F The HVA as a whole has a very high ecological divetsity comprised of both floodplain and
estuadne ecosystems with many intact ecological gtadients between the vegetation units
described.

F The HVA has habitats suitable for supporting several threatened afldrare species. The Coprosma

pedicellata shrub was observed in unit 1 and the grass Deschampsia caetpitosa is expected to be
present, as ate the marsh and spodess crakes.

In summary, the state of the habttat is good.

The plant community condition is variable among the units, with unit 6 being the poorest as it is
tecovering from historic graztng and has a setious (but limited extent) reed sweet gtass infestation.
Other units are in good condition with threat weed invasions being limited to mosdy sparse infestations
ofgotse at the edges and the reflexed salt grass that has teplaced areas of coastal herbaceous turf. The
forest of unit one is cleatly reduced from its former extent (presumably by fue, grazng and wind
damage) but it appears not to have suffered loggog, and despite reasonably high possum populations, it
is recovering well.

FAUNA
This site has been included within the RAMSAR wedands list because of the estuali.ne habitat that it
protects which provides feeding and bteeding grounds fot signifrcant numbers of many shore-bird
species, including migratory waders.

Duting the survey, a high divetsity of land and shore birds were observed including: eastem bar-tailed
godwit (a late-staying migtant), toyal spoonbill, white heron, oystercatcher, pukeko, kingfisher, bellbird,
kereru, silver eye, fantall,hatrier hawk and terns. A good population of fernbirds was confirmed to be
preserit also. The habitat was confumed to be suitable for matsh crake and Australasian bittern; it is

t0 Ministry for the Environment,2007 . Protecting our Places: A Statement of National Priorities for Protecting Rare
and Threatened Biodiversity on Private Land. Wellington.
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also suitable for many other migratory birds such as the turnstone, red-necked stint and pacific goiden
piover, but the survey was made after these species would have left on their northedy migration.

The estuarine and brackish waters of the estuary and lower ttver are known to be important habitats for
the mainteflance of fish populations for a vartety of native species; furthermore, rate or r,'ulrerable
species such as giant kokopu, banded kokopu and lamprey are likely to be present but no fish survey
was undertaken.

IDENTIFIED TIIREATS
Ifydrclogical rcgime in tegri ty
Because the hydtological regime is dominated by the fluctuations associated with the sea tides and river
floods, its integrity remains high. \Tithout the arttfrcial drainage network that surrounds the FfVA, its
constituent habitats would undoubtedly spread further into the floodplain, but this dntnage does not
unduly affect the remaining wetlands protected by the HVA reserve.

W'eeds

Weeds are defined as troublesome or unattractive plants growing in an undesired areall. Weeds in
New Zealand have major economic and ecological impacts and cost millions of dollats annually to
control. In natural ecosystems they may cause irreversible damage to the habitats they invade by
smothedng ot displacing indigenous vegetationl2.

Table 1 provides information on the abundance and location of weeds present in the HVA that ate

consideted a threat.

Table 1: Weed species identified that are a threat to the FfVA.

Gorse is the biggest thteat to habitats of high value so it should be conttolled whetever it is present
within the HVA, both where it forms extensive patches and where it is only occasional at present. Re-
invasion dsk is high from rlorl-reserve areas not actively managed as farmland in the area west of unit 1.

Reed sweet grass reduces habitat quality fot invertebrates and fish and should ideally be removed but it
is very persistent. A practical goal is to limit its spread along the river-banks southwards from its
current extent. Eradication would tequire major wotks with diggers.

1 1 Weeds, www.dictionary.reference.com
12 Weeds, www.landcareresearch.co.nz

-1,1-

Broom Cytitus scopaiat Occasional patches at edges.

U/ex earopeaas Sedous infestations occur to the west of unit 1 and in unit 6 to the

east of the southern fragment of bush in the O'Neil block. It is
also slowly encroaching into unit 4 fuorr, the east on the opposite

side of the river from unit 1 bush. There is a source popuiation of

concern alongside the main highway at the eastem extremity of the

reserve, and along the track that travels west from this point..

Gorse

CltceiafluitansReed sweet grass Dominates where it becomes established. Very difficult to colltrol

but its spread south into higher value habitats wiil be limited by

salinity.

Tree lupin Lupinw arboreus Occurs around the southem side of the lake and outwards from

there. Should be monitored.



Pest animals
Pest animals can be defined as speci.es that have been introduced to New Zealand and that l:rave a
negative impact on native plants and animals andf or production areas. The mqor threats to our
teresftial floru and fauna come ftom possums, rats, mustelids (stoats, ferrets, weasels) and ungulates
(deer, goats,pigr)'3.

No pest animal conttol currently occurs at the site. Control of rats and mustelids would increase the
populations of native birds such as fembirds. Control of possums in unit one would speed regeneration
thete but the efficacy of conttol inside the bush alone would have to be questioned since the source
population in the surrounding landscape wi1lbe high.

Grazing/fencing
Many natutal areas in Southland are located on or flear 

^teas 
accessible to stock. When stock have

access to afl area they damage the vegetation by selectively gtazing palatable species, thereby preventing
regenetation. Othet side effects can include pugging of the soil, and changes in the water quality of
wedand and iparizn arcas.

The HVA is fenced on all sides, except fot the eastern most area of unit 4 between the stream and the
notth-south running drain apptoximately 100m to the west of this stream. This situation should be
remedied.

Catde sign was also seen in the southern most area of unit 6 atdits adjacent area of unit 4; presumably
they had come through the gate somehow that exists in the western reserve boundary fence here.

Other threats
Vehicle ttacks were observed crossing the estuary to an elabotate maimai that exists on the eastern side
of the salt marsh island in the north-eastern part of the harbour. Vehicles disturb wildlife and can easily
desttoy the nests of gtound nesting shore birds. Vehicle access is not necessary to facilitate the
hatbour's use for duck-shooting and should be prevented and discouraged.

ES has committed itself to managing this HVA, among others, for its naturz,l values. Many positive
steps have akeady been taken, however, owing to the resefves' very high values it deserves more action.

Some key rccommended actions for the future follow:

prevent further incursions of cattle into sensidve salt marsh ateas);

above);

watching site, ideas could include:

o Installing a hide and environmental interpretatron of the estuary and its birdlife - there
are r\arry interesting stories to teli about the trans-global migrations of the birds that
feed there in summer;

ment RecommendationsMana

13 Pest animals, www.doc.govt.nz
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Restote/beautift the lake zre^ to act as a picnic site;

Encourage local enthusiasts to start monitodng the bird populations;

in sensitive wetland habitats (see notes in table 1 above);

immediately west and north of unit 1, as well as thtough the middle of unit 2) in order to
restofe natural hydrology;

status;

fesefves:

o Link with O'Neil bush (south block);

o Link with \7a1sh bush by incolporating the flaxland in between (currently classed by ES

as'potential wetland).

This HVA is of outstandingly high ecological, scenic and cultutalf rccreattoral value; it is certainly the
highest value of any of the reserves that ES manages in its floodplain leasehold lands. Accordingly, it
deserves to teceive its fafu share of any m^fiagement resources available. The values inctease in a

southerly ditection as one approaches the estuarine zorre and its adjacent floodplain.

An opportunity exists to hamess the scenic and wildlife values of the reserve fot the enjoyment of a

grc^tet number of Southlanders and toutists alike by developing envitonmental interpretation and bird
watching facilities. The potential exists to expand the reserve to the west in otdet to futther increase the
ecoiogical values conserved by connecting together close-by areas of existing reserve t)tat arc curently
isolated ftom each other.

o

o

Conclusion

-13-



Appendix 1: Aerial photograph of the HVA with photo-point locations
and HVA unit boundaries highlighted

Unit I bondary

Unit2 boundary

Unit3 bondary

Unit4 borndary

Unit 5 banndary

UnitG bom&ry
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N.B. Refer to appendix two for photo-point cootdinates. Selected photogaphs are presented in appendix three.



GPS Waypoint ID Full size Jpeg
file numbet

Photo numbet
in report

Photo angle
(magnetic
bearine)

Easting Northing

Photo-point 1 131.6 1 062 127581.4 4834247

Photo point 2 1377 2 064 1275961. 4834644

Photo point 3 131.8 126 1.275631 4835345

Photo-point 4 7320 3 043 1275638 4834983

Photo-pojnt 5 7367 305 1277286 4835098

Photo-potnt 6 1368 4 118 1216014 4835091

Photo-point 6 1.369 21.5 1276014 4835091

Photo-point 6 1370 5 295 127601.4 4835091

Photo-poirt 7 l5 / r 6 090 1216028 48351.23

Photo-point 8 1373 258 1276600 4834822

Photo-point 9 1374 7 09(r 1275632 4835809

Photo-point 10 1.315 8 128 1275757 4835304

Photo-pornt 11 1376 9 220 1215788 4835267

Appendix 2: GPS waypoint list for HVA survey photos (coordinates are
in NZTM 2OOO format)

Appendix 3: Photo numbers 1to 9 (see appendix two for
corresponding photo-point IDs, GPS coordinates and bearings)

Photo 1: unit one grassland dominated by exotic reflexed
salt grass with small patches of native turf. Unit 4 oioi
rushland can be seen behind.

Photo 2: Looking across ^rt estuarine mud section
separating two sections of unit 4 rushland.

Photo 3: Photo showing the transition between unit 6
sedgeland/n.rshland and unit 1 forest with regenerating
scrub flanking the forest.

-ria--J;,r, 1.,., ;5-i,i,-Ji .^,, -rr$i,,rn.$dls

Photo 4: Here a shrubby (salt marsh ribonwood) section of
unit 4 shnrbland can be seen behind a flarrow fringe of oioi
at the edge of the lower Titiroa Stream.

er-
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Photo 5: This photo looking up the lower Titiroa Stream at
h-igh ude (with O'Neils bush, southern block, on the skyiine)
captures the wild beauty of this section of the river. The
reserve has very high aesthetic values.

Photo 6: This photo represeflts the highest shrub density
seen in unit 4. The saitmarsh ribbonwood is replaced by
minprminqr as sal,inity reduces further awal from the camera.

Photo 7: Unit 6 sedgeland (with iugh abundance of holy
grass in this spot) grades into unit 5 scrub on the skyline.

. -&- - - --^-..rlr

Photo 8: The northern edge of unit one displays r,'rgorous
regeneration of shrubs and trees that are invading the
adjacent unit 6 zone seen in the foreground.

Photo 9: This shot from the interior of unit 1 illustrates the vigour and diversity of the
understory.

III



A endix 4: HVA site vascular lant s cies list
Species Name Common Name Life fotm

A$leninn f/aaidan hanging spleenwort Fem
crown fern FemBlechnam divoloar

Blechnum rninat swamp kiokio Fern
Blecbnun brorcntm small kiokio Fern
Hittiobleris ircisa water fem Fern

pisfernHybolebis anbilua Fern
Microtoram Pastulatum hounds tonque fern Fem

prickly shield fern FemPolystichun uutitam

bracken FemPteidian escalentum

marbleleaf Tree/ShrubCarpodetat .reffalilr

stinkwood Tree/ShrubCoProma foetidissina
Cobrosma larida glossy karamu Tree/Shrub

2 COprOSmz Tree/ShrubCoprosrza pedicellata

Cobrosma brobinqua miflqimiflgi Tree/Shrub
Cobrosma rotandifolia a coprosma Tree/Shrub
Cobrosma tenaifolia swamp copfosma Tree/Shrub

broom TreelShrubxCytitus scoPaiat

D acrycarbas dacridioi du kahikatea Tree/Shrub
Crinlinia littoralis broadleaf Tree/Shrub

koromi-ko TreelShrubHebe salicifolia

ltbtotbenza m vob ariun manuka Tree/Shrub
*Labinat arboreut tree lupin Tree/Shrub

narrow-leaved mahoe Tree/ShrubMelicytu /anceolatas

Neomyrtus Pedancu/ata rohutu Tree/Shrub
P itloslo ra m te n u ifo li u n kohuhu/biack mapou Ttee/Shrub

saltmarsh ribbonwood TreelShrubPlapianthus diuaicata

Podocr,as ha//ii lowland totara Tree/Shrub
Pru n a ob i ty t fe rru pi n e a s rilro Tree/Shrub

rrratal Tree/ShrubPrarnno1iils taxifolia
Tree/ShrubPseadoPanax co/ensoi three finger

P y adoba n ax crasifo li u t lancewood Tree/Shrub
haumakitoa Tree/ShrubRaukaaa sinPlex
kamahi TreelShrublYeinmannia racelilora

*Ulex eurobaeut gorse Tree/Shrub

creepins pohuehue Climber/vineMaeh lenbeckia axi llais
Muehhnbeckia aa$ralis pohuehue Climber/vine

2 lrlne CLimber/vineMueh le n beckia cornP lexa

flatIve lasrnlne Ciimber/vinePartonsia heteroPhy //a
*Rubat fralicorus blackberry Climber/vire

mouse ear chickweed HerbxCerastiam fontanum
centella HerbCenlella aniflora

Ebi lo biurn D e dan cu lare a willow herb Herb
*Ga/ian balustre marsh bedstraw Herb

catseaf Herb*Hypochaeis radicata

shore cohrla HerbL,e,tinella dioica
xLttu bedanm/are bitdsfoot trefoil Herb
xRananca/at flannula spearwort Herb

buttercup HerbxRanunru/us repens

HerbxRumex ritPat cuded dock
Schizeilena cockaynet a herb Herb
Selliera radicant remufemu Herb

new zealand spinach HerbT e trapo n i a t e trapo n i o i d e s

*luncu artimlatas jointed rush Rush

IV



Species Name Common l{ame Life form

luncat edpaiae a native rush Rush
xfancas procerat a giant rush Rush
ltPlocaPar imilit jointed wire rush / oioi Rush

Carax coriacea cutty grass Sedse

Carex secta pedicelled sedge Sedge

Carex uirgata a sedge Sedqe

Inhpis aacklandica a dwarf sedge Sedse

InlePis cernaa siender clubrush Sedge

Undnia ancinata hook sedge Sedge

xApro$it stolonifera creeping bent Grass
xChceia flaitans reed sweet grass Grass
Hieroch/oe redolens holy grass Grass
xHolcut /anatas yotkshire fog Grass
Poa cita silver tussock Grass
*Paccine//ia di$ant reflexed.salt grass Grass

Attelia frarrans a bush lily Other monocots
Cordyline aa$ralis cabbage tree Other monocots
Cortadeia ichardii toetoe Other monocots
Phorrnium tenax lowland flax Other monocots
Zo$era noua?elandica seagrass/ eelgrass Other monocots

Sbhapun crifiatum common moss non-vascular plant

Note: This species list has been compiled from plants observed during the FIVA field survey. The survey focused on
identi$ring commori, indicator and threatened species, so rt is not a complete list for the site. Given the size and habitat
diversity of the site, I would expect that an exhaustive survey would probably add 20-30o/o to the species diversity listed
here. '+'denotes an exotic species.



Appendix 5: Explanation of criteria for significance evaluation.

Reptesentativeness: the degree to which vegetation is representative of that which formerly existed. Includes

evaluation of natural areas of the same type within the ecological district with higher value placed on the best

examples; so, if few examples exist of a glven fype then poor quality sites can be rated highly.

2. Diversity/pattern: the number of species of native vascular plants and animals, and the number of

vegetaiotfhabitat types, contained in at area.

3. Rarity/special featute: Rairy is the degree to which vegetation and habitat types that were formerly common are

now reduced h extent, or are naturally rare, or suppott native species (plants or animals) that ate uncommon, in

decline or threatened with extinction within an ecological district/sub district, ecologicai reg,ion or nationally.

Spedal featuru allows for featues such as high breeding abundances of common species, or, intact ecologicai

sequences to be taken into account.

4. Natutalness/intactness: the combined degree of absence of; disturbance and damage by human activity, the

activity of introduced animals, or, exotic and pest plants.

5. Size and shape: the size of at area of vegetation or habitat and the degree to which its shape influences the

viabiJity of the site.

Viability/sustainability: the degree to which exi.sting natural habitat or vegetation is capable of maintaining or

recovering its structure and composition; either in the absence of additional management, or, with a restoratiofl

programme if feasible.

7. Buffering/sutrounding landscape/connectivity: the extent to which an indigenous natural area is buffered

from surtounding modifying influences and its connectivity with other natural areas. It also considers the degree to

which an area of rraive habitat or vegetation links other such areas or contlibutes to the ecological significance of

the immediate vicinity.

8. Threats and ftagility: Threats are factors could disturb the natural equilibrium of ecosystem functioning in the

nafiral area whlle Jragili4t measures its intrinsic 'r,r.rlnerability to environmental change taking into account other

factors above.

9. Management input: an assessment of the human effort that is required to maintain the inherent natural viability

of a r:a;t,xzl area. For example, weed control, fencing or replanting that is required.
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APPENDIX D

COASTAL PERMIT AUTH -204122

vQ423.54_006SO
Titiroa Tide Gates and Weir

Resource Consent Application to Occupy the CMA & Dam and Divert Water

WSP
I March 2O2l
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environment
SOUTHLAND

? Taiao longa

Cnr North Road and Price Street

@rivate Bag 90116
DXYX20175)

Invercargill

Telephone (03) 21,1 5115
Fax No. (03) 21.1. 5252

Southland Freephone No. 0800 76 88 45

Coastal Permit

Pursuant to Section 1048 of the Resource Management Act 1,991, a resource consent is hereby

granted by the Southland Regional Council to Catchment Management Division of the

Southland Regional Council of Private Bag 90ll6,Invercatgill 9840 from 29 October 2015.

Please tead this Consent catefully, and ensute that any staff ot
contractors carrying out activities undet this Consent on your behalf

are aware of all the conditions of the Consent.

Details of Permit

Purpose for which permit is granted: To occupy the coastal marine area and to dam tidal
waters with a tidegate structure

Location - site locality
- map reference
- catchment

Upstream of the Tokanui-Gotge Road Highway bridge
NZTM2000 127 66408 4836895N
Titiroa River

Legal description of land at the site:

Expiry date:

Section 1 SO 11258 and Part Lot 1 DP 11173

29 October 2020

Schedule of Conditions

1 This consent authorises occupation of the coastal marine area and the damming of tidal
waters with a tidegate structure, as described in the application for resource consent dated 24

August 2006.

2. By 30 June 2017 the consent holder shall undertake (or otherwise obtain) a survey of native
fish species upsffeam and downstream of the tidegate structure to determine if the structure
is impeding spawning and migration of native fish species and, if so, the scale of effect on
spawning and migtation. The survey shall be carried out by a suitably qualified petson and

shall include, but is not limited to:

Environment Southland is the brand name of
the Southland Rcgiooal Council
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a. Comparison of fish communities in comparable sites upstream and downstream of
the structure using the methods outlined in the New Zealand Freshwater Fish
Sampling Protocolsl.

b. Assessment of the flow profile immediately downstream of the tidegate structure to
determine whether water velocities exceed the swimming speeds of native fish
species in the area.

c. A salinity survey of the Titiroa River to determine the upstream extent of the
saltwater wedge, and whether the tidegates affect spawning of inanga.

Fot the pu{poses of this condition, a suitably qualified person shall be a qualified
ichthyoiogist, marine biologist, environmental scientist or organisation that has expertise in
completing surveys of aquatic environments.

A copy of the survey required by Condition 2 shall be forwarded to the Consent Authority,
and to the Department of Conservation (Murihiku District) by 31J,,ly 2017.

4. The consent holder shall:

2

-).

a. at all times during the term of this consent maintain the structure in good repau,
appearance and condition.
I'Jote: Ruk / 1.4./ of the Regional Coastal Plan perrrits maintenance and repair of structures,

sublect to conditions.

notif, the Consent Authoriry (escompliance@es.govt.nz), of any alteration to the
structure which is carried out without resource consent pursuant to a permitted
activity rule in an operative regional plan.
Note: Rale 1 1.4.2 of the Regional Coastal Plan permits alteration of structares, subject to

conditions. Alterations not spectfca@ pennitted b1 a regional rule, regulations or legislation will
require r€Jourc€ consent.

In consideration of the right to occupy Crown Land in the coastal marine area for the
activity specified above, the consent holder shall, each year, pay to the Consent Authority
the appropriate coastal occupation charge specified in the Regional Coastal Plan. Each
financial year, corlmencing i Jrly, the charge shall be adjusted for inflation in accordance
with the Consumer Price Index. The sum payable in the lrst year of this consent (or the
proportion theteof for which the consent is current) is $88.40 plus GST, and shall be
payable in advance on invoice. The revenue from this charge shall be used only for the
pu{pose of promoting the sustainable management of the coastal r.rrarjrne area.

The Consent Authority nrray, in accordance with Sections 128 and L29 of the Resource
Management Act 1991, serve notice on the consent holder of its intention to review the
conditions of this consent during the period 1 February to 30 September each yea\ or within
two months of any enforcement action being taken by the Consent Authority in relation to
the exercise of this consent, or on receiving the fish survey report as specified in Conditions
2 and 3, for the purposes of:

(") determining whether the conditions of this consent are adequate to deal with any
adverse effect on the environment which may arise from the exercise of the consent
and which it is appropriate to deal with at a later stage;

(b) ensuring the conditions of this conseflt ^re consistent with any National
Environmental Standards Regulatrons, relevant plans andf or the Environment
Southland Regional Policy Statement

1 
Joy, David & Lake (2013). New ZeaJ,arrd Freshwater Fish Sampiing Protocois (p64)

b.
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for the Southland Regional Council

ffi

H Lennox
Consents Manager

I\otes:
1 If ya require a replacement permit upon the expiry date of this permit, anJ n€w @plication should be

lodged at least six rnonths pior to the expiry date of this peffnit. Appfiing at least six months before the

expiry date mEt enablelou to continae lo exercise this pemit until a drcision is made, and an1 @peals are

resolued, on the rep/aument @plicatioru.

2. For Condition 3, the postal address of the Dqartment of Conseraatioa (Aluihiku District) is:

D epartment of Conseruatio n

Muihiku Di$trict
P O Box 743
Inuercargil/ 9840


